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Summary
The topic of this thesis is parabolic problems. In particular, we focus on final
value problems and their well-posedness. Since these in general are thought
of as ill-posed, there are not many contributions addressing this subject in the
litterature.
Chapter 1 contains a short introduction via a motivating example.
In Chapter 2, we start by introducing the spaces and operators to consider.
Then we recall two well-known theories used to study the initial value problem,
specifically a functional analysis approch, and an approach via semigroup theory.
We end up by showing that a combination of the two turns out to be very useful,
since it provides weak assumptions under which a mild solution from semigroup
theory is in fact a solution in the sense of distributions.
In Chapter 3, we use the results from Chapter 2 to study the final value prob-
lem. The main result is the existence of a bijective correspondence between initial
and the terminal data. This correspondence yields a well-posedness result for the
final value parabolic problem.
In Chapter 4, we study the special case of the heat equation. In particular,
we see that the final value heat equation with homogeneous boundary data is
well-posed as a conseqeunce of the previous results, and we prove a similar result
for the final value heat equation with inhomogeneous boundary data.
We conclude by making some short remarks in Chapter 5 regarding some ap-
plications beyond the scope of, but based on, the well-posedness results proven
earlier.
Various notions and notataion used throughout the text without further ex-
planation can be found in Appendix A.
ii
Danish summary
Titel: Om parabolske slutværdiproblemer
Emnet for denne afhandling er parabolske problemer. I særdeleshed fokuserer
vi p˚a slutværdiproblemer og deres velstillethed. Da disse generelt ikke opfattes
som velstillede, er der ikke mange bidrag at finde herom i litteraturen.
Kapitel 1 indeholder en kort introduktion via et motiverende eksempel.
I Kapitel 2 lægger vi ud med at introducere de rum og operatorer vi beskæftiger
os med. Dernæst genkalder vi os to tilgange til begyndelsesværdiproblemet; e´n
via funktionalanalytise og e´n via semigruppeteori. Vi slutter med at vise, at
en kombination af disse to viser sig meget nyttig, idet den giver svage forudsæt-
ninger, under hvilke den milde løsning fra semigruppeteorien faktisk er en løsning
i distributions forstand.
I Kapitel 3 benytter vi resultaterne fra Kapitel 2 til at studere slutværdiprob-
lemet. Hovedresultatet her er eksistensen af en bijektiv korrespondence imellem
begyndelses- og slutdata. Denne sammenhæng giver et velstillethedsresultat for
de parabolske slutværdiproblemer. I den forbindelse giver vi en karakterisering
af mængden af tilladelige data, og denne vises at udgøre et Hilbertrum udstyret
med en passende norm.
I Kapitel 4 studerer vi varmeledningsligningen som special tilfælde. Specielt
ser vi at slutværdiproblemet for den homogene varmeledningsligning er velstil-
let som direkte konsekvens af teorien i tilfældet med Lax-Milgram operatorer.
Og desuden ser vi, at lignende konklusioner gælder i det inhomogene tilfælde.
Hertil benytter vi lineariteten af systemet, og et passende valg af højreinvers
til sporoperatoren, til at omskrive problemet til et ækvivalent slutværdiproblem
med homogene randdata.
Afslutningsvist kommer vi med nogle korte kommentarer i Kapitel 5 vedrørende
nogle anvendelser, der falder uden for, men som er baseret p˚a, velstillethedsresul-
taterne, der tidligere er vist. Vi giver eksempelvis et kort bevis for at varmeld-
ningsligningen er approksimativt kontrollerbar, n˚ar kontrolfunktionen virker p˚a
hele det indre af omr˚adet.
Forskellige begreber og notation, der bliver benyttet igennem teksten uden
yderligere forklaring er at finde i Appendiks A.
iii
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1. Introduction
There is a vide range of applications to the field of solving parabolic evolution
problems backwards in time. For example, say a nuclear power plant have been
down for a couple of days due to a power failure. With a measurement of the
present core temperature available, but with no available measurements during
the power interruption, it would be essential to deduce information about the
past core temperatures to decide whether a melt down has occured or not.
However, this is not an easy problem, as the heat equation has a regularizing
effect, and the problem is in general considered to be ill-posed. But some conclu-
sions can be made as we shall see, although we need to impose severe conditions
on the final data, which may not be applicable for practical purposes.
We shall however discuss the well-posedness of the final value parabolic problem
from a theoretical view point in the present thesis.
1
2. Review of the initial value
problem
This chapter concerns the following initial value problem"
u1  Au  f
up0q  u0, (2.0.1)
the solvability and well-posedness of which is well known and well studied. In
the present chapter, we recall two approaches to study this problem; namely,
we present an existence and uniqueness theorem in Section 2.2 and give a brief
reminder on semigroup theory in Section 2.3.
These two approaches are then combined in Section 2.4 to yield an explicit
representation of the solution in the general setting described in Section 2.1 below.
2.1. Spaces and operators
We let V and H be Hilbert spaces, such that V is a subspace of H, and
V  H  H  V , (2.1.1)
densely with continuous injections so that for v P V ,
}v}V  ¤ C1}v}H ¤ C2}v}V . (2.1.2)
Concerning V and H, we then say that V  H algebraically, topologically and
densely. Furthermore, we assume that V is separable. We emphasize that special
constants denoted Cj , i P N, refer to specific constants throughout the text,
the value of which is defined in the equation where the constant is introduce.
Whereas constants denoted by c vary with the context.
For simplicity, we shall hereafter denote by p | q the inner product on H, and
}  } the corresponding norm. The scalar product on V and V , written x, yV ,V ,
is often abbreviated by x, y in the sequel. Note that it is sesquilinear in that we
let V  consist of the conjugated linear bounded functionals on V (cf. Appendix
A). This convention is useful in computations later on. Therefore, the operator
norm of this functional gives a norm on V , so
|xu, vy| ¤ }u}V }v}V . (2.1.3)
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Moreover, when u P H, then xu, vy  pu | vq for all v P V by (2.1.1).
Later, we need to be able to differentiate the scalar product on V and V , and
include the following lemmas for completeness.
Lemma 2.1.1. For f, g P C1pr0, T s;Hq,
d
dt
pfptq | gptqq   f 1ptq | gptq   fptq | g1ptq . (2.1.4)
Proof. Let f and g be differentiable with fpt  hq  fptq  ha  ophq, a P V and
gpt hq gptq  hb  ophq, b P V . By sesquilinearity we have that for every fixed
t, and t  h P r0, T s,
pfpt  hq | gpt  hqq  pfptq | gptqq  pfpt  hq  fptq | gpt  hq  gptqq
  pfptq | gpt  hq  gptqq
  pfpt  hq  fptq | gptqq
 pfptq | hbq   pha | gptqq   ophq
 h   fptq | g1ptq   f 1ptq | gptq   ophq,
(2.1.5)
since e.g. pophq | ophqq  h2 pop1q | op1qq  ophq. This shows (2.1.4).
The above lemma is a classic result, and next we present a well-known gener-
alization, see e.g. [Tem01, Lemma 3.1.2] in the case where u  v.
Lemma 2.1.2. For u, v P L2p0, T ;V q X H1p0, T ;V q, the L1-function t ÞÑ
puptq | vptqq has distributional derivative
d
dt
pu | vq  xu1, vy   xv1, uy. (2.1.6)
Furthermore, u and v have continuous representatives on r0, T s with values in H.
Proof. The proof is by regularization. Let u, v P L2p0, T ;V q with distributional
derivatives u1, v1 P L2p0, T ;V q. Denote by u˜ the extension of u by zero outside
r0, T s and let u˜m :
³
R hmpsqu˜pt  sqds, where hm is a cut-off function on R
with hmptq : mhpmtq,
³
hdt  1 and supph  Bp0, 1q. Then, u˜m is C8pR;V q,
u˜m Ñ u˜ in L2pR;V q, and u˜1m Ñ u˜1 in L2pR;V q as m Ñ 8. We denote by um
the restriction of u˜m to r0, T s. Then, um Ñ u in L2p0, T ;V q, and because of the
jump at the endpoints of the interval, u1m Ñ u1 in L2,locp0, T ;V q. Similarily, v
gives rise to vm.
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Since pu | vq is continuous in both entries, it is measurable whenever u, v P
L1p0, T ;V q, and since
³T
0
| pu | vq |dt   8, it makes sense to take the distribu-
tional derivative. By Lemma 2.1.1,
d
dt
pum | vmq  xu1m, vmy   xum, v1my. (2.1.7)
In particular this holds in the sense of scalar distributions.
Now, pum | vmq Ñ pu | vq in L1p0, T q, and since taking distributional deriva-
tives is a continuous operation, ddt pum | vmq Ñ ddt pu | vq in D1p0, T q.
Moreover xu1m, vmy Ñ xu1, vy and xv1m, umy Ñ xv1, uy in D1p0, T q. Hence, it
holds in D1p0, T q that
d
dt
xu, vy  xu1, vy   xv1, uy. (2.1.8)
This holds in particular for u  v, so it follows from [Tem01, Lemma 3.1.2] that u
has a continuous representation. Likewise v has a continuous representation.
We also need to recall the classical construction of the Lax-Milgram operator
we consider in the sequel and let ap, q be a bounded V -elliptic sesquilinear form
on V , i.e. the following inequalities hold for u, v P V :
|apu, vq| ¤ C3}u}V }v}V (2.1.9)
Re apv, vq ¥ C4}v}2V . (2.1.10)
Then we exploit that there exist an isometric and bijective correspondence
between bounded sesquilinear forms vp, q on V and bounded operators B on
V given by vpu, vq  pBu | vqV . Here isometric is in the sense that the op-
erator norm of B equals the following norm on the sesquilinear form |v| 
sup tvpu, vq | }u}V  1  }v}V u. Now we introduce the operator A0 P BpV q given
by
apu, vq  pA0u | vqV @ u, v P V. (2.1.11)
The form defined by
apv, uq : pv | A0uqV (2.1.12)
is bounded and sesquilinear, hence has an associated operator A0 P BpV q defined
by pA0v | uqV  apv, uq. Therefore, pA0u | vqV  apv, uq  pu | A0vqV , so A0
is the adjoint of A0 on V , and we say that apv, uq  apu, vq is the adjoint of the
sesquilinear form ap, q. Note that (2.1.10) immediately implies that A0 and A0
are injective. Furthermore, it implies that the lower bounds of A0 and A0 are
positive, so A0 and A0 are in fact bijective (cf. [Gru09, Theorem 12.9]).
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The Riesz representation theorem states that, for all v P V , there exists
v˜ P V , and a bijective isometry J P BpV, V q, such that v  Jv˜, and xJv˜, vy 
pv˜ | vqV for all v P V .
Now we define the operator A P BpV, V q by A : J  A0, and note that by
(2.1.11)
xAu, vy  apu, vq, @ u, v P V. (2.1.13)
Similarly, A1 : J A0 . Then, as compositions of bijective maps, A and A1 are
bijective.
By restricting A to an operator in H, we define the Lax-Milgram operator A,
which possibly is an unbounded operator. More precisely, we define A by
DpAq  A1pHq,
Av  Av, for v P DpAq, (2.1.14)
with A1pHq denoting the pre-image of H under A. Similarly, it follows from the
proof of [Gru09, Theorem 12.18], that the adjoint A in H, equals the restriction
of A1 to an operator in H.
In the sequel A denotes the Lax-Milgram operator on H defined above, and
A : V Ñ V  the bounded extension of A. We are interested in the following
evolution problem for a vector function R  Ñ H, denoted by uptq:"
u1ptq  Auptq  fptq
up0q  u0 (2.1.15)
Often conclusions can be strengthened, or proved in a simplified way, if we
have an orthonormal basis on H consisting of eigenvectors of A. We conclude
this section with some additional remarks for A selfadjoint. In particular, we
shall see that, under the additional assumptions that V ãÑ H is compact, we in
fact then have orthonormal bases of (scaled) eigenvectors not only in H, but also
in V and V .
Remark 2.1.3. When A is selfadjoint, and V ãÑ H is a compact embedding,
then H has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors for A. Let us recall this classic
fact.
Since ap, q is V -elliptic, 0 P ρpAq, so that A : DpAq Ñ H is a bijection with
A1 P BpHq. Moreover, A1 is bounded as a mapping H Ñ DpAq with respect
to the graph topology, i.e. the topology defined by the graph norm
}v}2DpAq  }v}2   }Av}2, for all v P DpAq, (2.1.16)
for obviously
}A1f}2DpAq  }A1f}2   }AA1f}2 ¤ pc  1q}f}2, for all f P H. (2.1.17)
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Normed this way, DpAq is a Banach space, as A is closed, and the injection
DpAq ãÑ V is bounded, which is seen, from V -ellipticity, as follows:
C4}v}2V ¤ Re apv, vq ¤ | pAv | vq | ¤
1
2
p}Av}2   }v}2q  1
2
}v}2DpAq. (2.1.18)
Hence, as the composition of a bounded map and a compact map, A1 : H Ñ
DpAq ãÑ V ãÑ H is compact whenever V ãÑ H is so. Since A is selfadjoint,
closed, and densely defined with dense range in H, A1 is selfadjoint (cf. [Gru09,
Theorem 12.7]). The spectral theorem for compact selfadjoint operators implies
that H has an orthonormal basis consisting of eigenvectors of A1, and that
σpA1q  t0u Y  µj | A1ej  µjej , ej  0(, where the eigenvalues µj of A1
can be ordered such that
µ1 ¥ µ2 ¥ . . . ¥ µj ¥ 0, with µj × 0, j Ñ8. (2.1.19)
Note that 0 R σpointpA1q but that 0 P σcontpA1q could occur, since A may be
unbounded. We shall show that this is not the case since A is V -elliptic. Now,
µ eigenvalue of A1 ô 1
µj
eigenvalue of A, (2.1.20)
and the eigenvectors are the same. Consequently, H has an orthonormal basis
consisting of eigenvectors of A. Moreover, σpAq  tλju :
 
µ1j
(
. Indeed σrespAq
is empty since A is selvadjoint. Also, σpointpAq  tλju and 0 R σpAq. When
ν  0, ν  1λj , then ν R σcontpAq since the operator
pA νIq  pν1 A1qνA
has bounded inverse, as 1ν R σpA1q. Therefore, σpAq  σpointpAq  tλju. 
Proceeding from Remark 2.1.3, we note that ap, q is an inner product on V ,
since it is symmetric and V -elliptic. Hence, it induces a norm on V
~v~2V : apv, vq, (2.1.21)
which by the boundedness and V -ellipticity of ap, q is equivalent to the usual
norm }v}V . This is analysed in
Fact 1. For all v P V , °8j1 pv | ejq ej converges not only in H, but in V too. Fur-
thermore,
!
λ
1{2
j ej
)
is an orthonormal basis for V and ~v~2V 
°8
j1 λj | pv | ejq |2.
Proof. Note that
apej , ekq  xAej , eky  λj pej | ekq , (2.1.22)
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so that
!
λ
1{2
j ej
)
is an orthonormal sequence in V . It is in fact a basis, since
teju is a basis on H (see e.g. [Ped00, Chapter 5]). Since ap, q is symmetric and
V -elliptic, λj ¡ 0. Hence, for all v P V ,
v 
8¸
j1
apv, λ1{2j ejqλ1{2j ej 
8¸
j1
apej , vqλ1j ej 
8¸
j1
pv | ejq ej , (2.1.23)
so that the rightmost side converges in V .
Moreover,
v 
8¸
j1
λ
1{2
j pv | ejqλ1{2j ej (2.1.24)
is an orthogonal expansion of v, which implies
~v~2V 
8¸
j1
λj | pv | ejq |2. (2.1.25)
Since A is a bijection, we note that by the symmetry and V -ellipticity of ap, q,
pw1 | w2qV  : apA1w1,A1w2q  xw1,A1w2y (2.1.26)
is an inner product on V , and hence induces a norm
~w~2V  : apA1w,A1wq, (2.1.27)
which can be shown to be equivalent to the usual norm }w}2V  , by the bounded-
ness of A and A1. Indeed,
~w~2V   |xw,A1wy| ¤ }A1}BpV ,V q}w}2V  , (2.1.28)
and by Fact 1
}w}2V  ¤ }A}2BpV,V q}A1w}2V ¤ c1~A1w~2V  c1~w~2V  . (2.1.29)
Similar to Fact 1, we have
Fact 2. For all w P V , °8j1xw, ejyej converges not only in H, but in V  too.
Furthermore,
 
λ1{2ej
(
is an orhtonormal basis of V  and ~w~2V  
°8
j1 λ
1
j
|xw, ejy|2.
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Proof. Since
pej | ekqV   xej ,A1eky  λ1k pej | ekq , (2.1.30)
the sequence
!
λ
1{2
j ej
)
is orthonormal in V . It is in fact a basis, as w P V  with
0  xej ,A1wy 
 
ej | A1w

for all j, implies that w  0 by the injectivity of
A1.
Now, all w P V  has an orthogonal expansion
w 
8¸
j1
xw,A1λ1{2j ejyλ1{2j ej 
8¸
j1
xw,A1ejyλjej 
8¸
j1
xw, ejyej , (2.1.31)
so that the rightmost side is convergent in V . Since
w 
8¸
j1
xw, ejyej 
8¸
j1
λ
1{2
j xw, ejyλ1{2j ej , (2.1.32)
we have that
~w~2V  
8¸
j1
λj |xw, ejy|2. (2.1.33)
We return to this setting later on, since it is sufficient for many applications. In
particular, we consider this setting when studying the heat equation in Chapter
4.
2.2. Existence and uniqueness of a solution
Having set the scene, we present a result on the existence and uniqueness of a
solution to the following problem"
u1  Au  f in D1p0, T ;V q
up0q  u0 in H. (2.2.1)
The result is inspired by [Tem01, Chapter 3], where the proof is presented in
the case where apu, vq  pu | vqV and for specific spaces with relevance for the
Navier-Stokes equations.
We state and prove the theorem in the general setting introduced in Section
2.1 following the same lines as the proof in [Tem01] and emphasize, that A need
not be selfadjoint.
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Theorem 2.2.1. Let V be a separable Hilbert space with V  H algebraically,
topologically and densely, cf. (2.1.1) and (2.1.2). Let A be the operator introduced
in (2.1.13). Assume that u0 P H and f P L2p0, T ;V q. Then there exist a
uniquely determined function
u P L2p0, T ;V q X Cpr0, T s;Hq XH1p0, T ;V q (2.2.2)
satisfying (2.2.1).
Before we give the proof, we recall the following important lemma (see [Tem01,
Lemma 1.1, Chapter 3]) that e.g. allows one to integrate by parts in a general
setting.
Lemma 2.2.2. Let B be a given Banach space with dual B1, and let u, g P
L1pa, b;Bq. Then the following conditions are equivalent
• u is a.e. equal to a primitive function of g,
uptq  ξ  
» t
a
gpsq ds, ξ P B, for a.e. t P ra, bs. (2.2.3)
• For each test function φ P C80 psa, brq,» a
b
uptqφ1ptq dt  
» a
b
gptqφptq dt. (2.2.4)
• For each η P B1,
d
dt
xη, uyB1,B  xη, gyB1,B (2.2.5)
in the scalar distribution sense on sa, br.
In the affirmative case, there is a continuous function v : ra, bs Ñ B such that
uptq  vptq a.e. on ra, bs, and ξ  upaq. Moreover,
sup
a¤t¤b
}uptq}B ¤ pb aq1}u}L1pa,b;Bq   }g}L1pa,b;Bq. (2.2.6)
This lemma is important to the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, since it implies that
u solving (2.2.1) in D1p0, T ;V q is equivalent to u satisfying Btxu, ηy   apu, ηq 
xf, ηy for all η P V in D1p0, T q. Indeed, there is first of all the identification
between V and the dual of V , and xAu, ηy  apu, ηq by the definition of A,
cf. (2.1.13); whilst xu1, ηy  Btxu, ηy in view of (2.2.5) (which is exploited in the
proof of Theorem 2.4.1 below).
Furthermore, the lemma will be a key ingredient in the proof of a representation
formula for the solution to (2.2.1).
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Remark 2.2.3. We remark that we will refer to this lemma even in the case
where B  C, instead of including a seperate reference to the fundamental theorem
of analysis for distributions. 
Remark 2.2.4. The proof of Lemma 2.2.2 can be found in [Tem01], but let us
make a short comment on the additional remark in (2.2.6). It can be seen by
noting that the continuous function }uptq}B attains its minimum on the interval
ra, bs for some t0, so that by the Bochner inequality (see e.g. [Eva08]) and (2.2.3),
sup
t
}uptq}B ¤ }upt0q}B  
» b
a
}gptq}B dt. (2.2.7)
Then an application of the mean value theorem for integrals yields (2.2.6).
If furthermore u, g P L2pa, b;Bq, we have that p}upt0q}2Bq1{2 ¤ pb  aq1{2
}u}L2p0,T ;Bq so that, by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
sup
a¤t¤b
}uptq}B ¤ pb aq1{2}u}L2pa,b;Bq   pb aq1{2}g}L2pa,b;Bq ¤ c}u}H1pa,b;Bq.
(2.2.8)

Remark 2.2.5. As a preparation for the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, let us note that
the distributional derivative of a function with real values is itself real valued.
Indeed, for u P D1p0, T q with real values on test functions φ P C80 ps0, T r;Rq, one
has
Imxu1, φy   Imxu, φ1y  0. (2.2.9)

Proof of Theorem 2.2.1. The strategy is to use the Faedo-Galerkin method to
construct an approximate solution, and then pass to the limit. Since V is sep-
arable, there exist a countable orthonormal basis for V , denoted pwnqmPN. Let
w1, . . . , wm denote the first m basis vectors. We construct a umptq that solves" pu1m | wjq   apum, wjq  xf, wjy for j  1, . . . ,m
ump0q  u0m, (2.2.10)
where u0m P V is chosen such that }u0m  u0} Ñ 0 as mÑ8, which is possible
since V  H densely. Tentatively, we set
um 
m¸
i1
gimptqwi. (2.2.11)
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By inserting (2.2.11) in (2.2.10), and noting that themmmatrix rpwi | wjqsi,j¤m
is invertible since the wi’s are linearly independent, we see that (2.2.10) is equiv-
alent to
g1imptq  
m¸
j1
αijgjmptq 
m¸
j1
βijxfptq, wjy for i  1, . . . ,m, (2.2.12)
with rβsi,j¤m  rpwi | wjqs1i,j¤m and rαsi,j¤m  rβsi,j¤mrapwi, wjqsi,j¤m. This is
a linear system with constant coefficients. Imposing the initial condition gimp0q 
ui0m for i  1, . . . ,m, where ui0m denotes the i’th coordinate of u0m, this system
has a unique solution gmptq : pg1mptq, . . . , gmmptqq P C0pr0, T s;Cmq. Hence,
um defined in (2.2.11) is an approximate solution in the sense of (2.2.10). Since
(2.2.10) holds for all j P r1,ms, it follows by (2.2.11), and sesquilinearity that 
u1m | um
  apum, umq  xfptq, umy. (2.2.13)
By assumption, f P L2p0, T ;V q, and wj P V , so xfptq, wjy P L2p0, T q. From
(2.2.12) gim, g
1
im P L2p0, T q. Hence, um P L2p0, T ;V q, u1m P L2p0, T ;V q 
L2p0, T ;V q, and by Lemma 2.1.2,
d
dt
}um}2   2apum, umq  2xfptq, umy. (2.2.14)
Now, by Remark 2.2.5, ddt}um}2 has real values, so applying (2.1.3) to the right
hand side of (2.2.14) and (2.1.10) to the left hand side, yields
d
dt
}um}2   2C4}um}2V ¤ 2}f}V }um}V . (2.2.15)
Note that }u0m} ¤ }u0m u0}  }u0}, so that }u0m} ¤ 2}u0} eventually. For any
c ¡ 0
2}f}V }um}V ¤ c1}f}2V    c}um}2V . (2.2.16)
Choosing c  2C4, applying (2.2.16) to the right hand side of (2.2.15), and
integrating with respect to t by using Lemma 2.2.2, we get for s P r0, T s
}umpsq}2 ¤ }ump0q}2   p2C4q1}f}2L2p0,s;V q ¤ 4}u0}2   p2C4q
1}f}2L2p0,T ;V q.
(2.2.17)
Taking the supremum over s P r0, T s this shows that }umptq}L8p0,T ;Hq ¤ k for all
t P r0, T s. By the Banach-Alaouglu Theorem um á u in the weak* topology on
L8p0, T ;Hq, where u P L8p0, T ;Hq, and tumu denotes a subsequence of tumu,
i.e. » T
0
pum | vq dtÑ
» T
0
pu | vq dt @v P L1p0, T ;Hq. (2.2.18)
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A similar computation, choosing c  C4 in (2.2.16), yields
}umpT q}2   C4}um}2L2p0,T ;V q ¤ 4}u0}2   C14 }f}2L2p0,T ;V q. (2.2.19)
In particular, }um}2L2p0,T ;V q ¤ k, @t P r0, T s. The Banach-Alaouglu Theorem im-
plies that um1 á u in the weak* topology on L2p0, T ;V q, with u P L2p0, T ;V q
and tum1u denoting a subsequence of tumu, i.e.» T
0
xv, um1y dtÑ
» T
0
xv, uy dt @v P L2p0, T ;V q. (2.2.20)
By comparison with (2.2.18), we see that u and u coincides as functionals on
v P L2p0, T ;Hq. Hence u  u P L2p0, T ;V q X L8p0, T ;Hq.
To show that u solves (2.2.1), we integrate (2.2.10) up against a smooth func-
tion ψ P C8pr0, T sq with ψpT q  0, by Lemma 2.2.2, to get
» T
0
pum | wjqψ1 dt 
» T
0
apum, wjqψ dt  pu0m | wjqψp0q  
» T
0
xf, wjyψ dt.
(2.2.21)
The first term on the left hand side, converges as m Ñ 8, using (2.2.18) as
ψ1ptqwj P L1p0, T ;Hq. The second term on the left hand side converges using
(2.2.20), by noting that A1wjψptq P L2p0, T ;V q, and
apum, wjq  pA0um | wjqV  pum | A0wjqV  xA1wj , umy. (2.2.22)
Also, u0m Ñ u0 strongly, so in the limit,» T
0
pu | wjqψ1 dt 
» T
0
apu,wjqψ dt  pu0 | wjqψp0q  
» T
0
xf, wjyψ dt. (2.2.23)
Now we choose ψ to be a test function, use that v  °8j1 pv | wjqwj , @v P V ,
and that p | q, x, y, and ap, q are continuous in both entries. Then, in the scalar
distributional sense,
d
dt
pu | vq   apu, vq  xf, vy @v P V. (2.2.24)
As previously noted, since u, f,Au P L2p0, T ;V q, this is equivalent to u satis-
fying (2.2.1) by Lemma 2.2.2. Furthermore, the distributional derivative u1 
f Au is in L2p0, T ;V q, so u P H1p0, T ;V q.
It follows immediately from Lemma 2.1.2 that u  g for almost every t P r0, T s,
for a suitable g P Cpr0, T s;Hq
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Note that (2.2.24) holds in particular for v  wi, @i ¥ 1, so integrating by
parts, by Lemma 2.2.2, against ψ P C8p0, T q with ψpT q  0, and comparison
with (2.2.23) gives that pu0  up0q | wiqψp0q  0, @i ¥ 1 since the other terms
are the same. By choosing ψp0q  0, we see that pu0  up0q | wiq  0, @i, i.e.
u0  up0q K Span pwnqnPN. Since SpanpwnqnPN is dense in V , it is dense in H.
Hence, u satisfies the initial condition up0q  u0.
Uniqueness follows from Lemma 2.1.2, as we now show. Assuming u and v
both solves (2.2.1), w : u v satisfies w1  Aw  0, and wp0q  0. Hence,
d
dt
}w}2   2apw,wq  2xw1, wy   2apw,wq  0 (2.2.25)
Since Bt}w}2 P R and apw,wq is V -elliptic, Bt}w}2 ¤ 0, which implies that
}wptq}2 ¤ }wp0q}2 by integration. Hence u  v for all t P r0, T s.
We say that a problem is well-posed if there exist a solution that is unique and
depends continuously on the data. This notion of well-posedness was introduced
by J. Hadamard (see e.g. [Had02]). Of course, the well-posedness of a problem
depends heavily on the space in wich the problem is considered. Next, we show
that the solution from Theorem 2.2.1 depends continuously on the data, yielding
that (2.2.1) is well-posed. In order to make this precise, let }}X denote the norm
on the Banach space
X : L2p0, T ;V q X Cpr0, T s;Hq XH1p0, T ;V q, (2.2.26)
i.e.
}u}2X  }u}2L2p0,T ;V q   sup
0¤t¤T
}uptq}2H   }u}2H1p0,T ;V q. (2.2.27)
This notation will be used throughout the text. We have the following result.
Corollary 2.2.6. The solution u to (2.2.1) depends continuously on f P L2p0, T ;
V q, and u0 P H, i.e.
}u}2X ¤ cp}u0}2   }f}2L2p0,T ;V qq. (2.2.28)
Proof. Let u be the solution from Theorem 2.2.1. Then u P L2p0, T ;V q, while
both u1 and f is in L2p0, T ;V q, so Au P L2p0, T ;V q by (2.2.1), and
xu1, uy   xAu, uy  xf, uy. (2.2.29)
By Lemma 2.1.2, we have
Bt}u}2   2apu, uq  2xf, uy, (2.2.30)
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so that (cf. Remark 2.2.5)
Bt}u}2   2 Re apu, uq  2 Rexf, uy, (2.2.31)
and by V -ellipticity,
Bt}u}2   2C4}u}2V ¤ 2|xf, uy| ¤ C14 }f}2V    C4}u}2V . (2.2.32)
Note that Bt}u}2 P L1p0, T q by (2.2.30), so that Lemma 2.2.2 yields
}uptq}2   C4
» t
0
}upsq}2V ds ¤ }u0}2   C14 }f}2L2p0,T ;V q. (2.2.33)
Hence,
sup
0¤t¤T
}uptq}2 ¤ }u0}2   C14 }f}2L2p0,T ;V q, (2.2.34)
and
}u}2L2p0,T ;V q ¤ C14 p}u0}2   C14 }f}2L2p0,T ;V qq. (2.2.35)
Since u solves (2.2.1),
}Btuptq}2V  ¤ p}fptq}V    }Au}V q2 ¤ 2p}fptq}2V    }Au}2V q. (2.2.36)
This implies» T
0
}Btuptq}2V  dt ¤ 2
» T
0
}fptq}2V  dt  2}A}2BpV,V q
» T
0
}u}2V dt
¤ 2}A}2BpV,V qC14 }u0}2   2p1  C24 }A}2BpV,V qq}f}2L2p0,T ;V q,
(2.2.37)
and shows (2.2.28).
It is possible to draw further conclusions on the solution u. For this purpose,
we include the next section.
2.3. Semigroup theory
To recall that when A is a Lax-Milgram operator on H, then A generates an
analytic semigroup in H (cf. Lemma 2.3.3 below), we include the definition for
the sake of completeness (see e.g. [Paz83, Section 2.5]).
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Definition 2.3.1. Let W be a Hilbert space, and S  t0u Y tλ P C | φ1   arg λ
  φ2u, with given angles φ1, φ2 satisfying φ1   0   φ2. Then T pλq, λ P S, is an
analytic semigroup if each T pλq is a bounded linear operator on W , λ ÞÑ T pλq is
an analytic map S Ñ BpW q, and we have the semigroup properties:
(i) T p0q  I,
(ii) T pλ1   λ2q  T pλ1qT pλ2q, @λ1, λ2 P S,
(iii) limλÑ0 T pλqx  x, λ P S, x PW .

It later becomes useful, that when T ptq is an analytic semigroup, or simply a
strongly continuous semigroup of contractions, there exist constants ω ¥ 0, and
M ¥ 1, such that
}T ptq}BpW q ¤Meωt for 0 ¤ t   8. (2.3.1)
The following theorem is a well-known criterion for an operator to be a gen-
erator for an analytic semigroup. The proof can be found in [Paz83, Theorem
2.5.2] along with several equivalent criterions.
Theorem 2.3.2. If there exist 0   θ   pi2 , and M ¡ 0 such that
ρpAq  Σ 
!
λ P C | | arg λ|   pi
2
  θ
)
Y t0u , (2.3.2)
and
}pλI Aq1}BpW q ¤
M
|λ| , for λ P Σ, λ  0, (2.3.3)
then A generates an analytic semigroup T pλq in the sector tλ P C | | arg λ|   θu.
Furthermore, T ptq is differentiable in BpW q, when t ¡ 0, with T 1ptq  AT ptq
satisfying the following bound
}AT ptq}BpW q ¤
c
t
for t ¡ 0. (2.3.4)
Next, we show that Lax-Milgram operators are generators of analytic semi-
groups, up to a sign.
Lemma 2.3.3. Let A be a Lax-Milgram operator defined from the triple pV,H,
ap, qq, where ap, q is a bounded V -elliptic sesquilinear form, and V  H al-
gebraically, topologically and densely. Then A and pAq generate analytic
semigroups on H.
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The proof is similar to the proof found of Lemma 3.6.1 in [Tan79] that covers
a half plane, but since we need to extend it to a sector
 
λ P C | | arg λ|   pi2   θ
(
,
θ Ps0, pi2 r, we present it here for completeness. First note, that the boundedness,
and V -ellipticity of ap, q, implies that
| Im apu, uq| ¤ C3C14 Re apu, uq, u P H. (2.3.5)
Proof. With inspiration in (2.3.5), let θ0 Ps0, pi{2s be given by cot θ0  C3C14 .
We shall show that the sector Σ : t0uY λ P C | | arg λ|   pi2   θ(, for each choice
of θ Ps0, θ0r, is contained in the resolvent set for A. For all λ P Σ, we show that
pλI   Aq is bijective, and that pλI   Aq1 P BpV q with an appropriate bound
on the operator norm. Note that, for each λ P Σ, we obtain that Re eiδλ ¥ 0, by
taking δ  θ or δ  0.
Therefore, for u P DpAq,
Re
 
eiδpA  λqu | u ¥ Repeiδapu, uqq  cos δRe apu, uq  sin δ Im apu, uq.
(2.3.6)
Since,
0 ¤ sin θ 
"
sin δ, for δ  θ
 sin δ, for δ  θ, (2.3.7)
multiplying (2.3.5) by sin θ yields, for δ P tθu, that
 sin δ Im apu, uq ¥ C3C14 sin θRe apu, uq, (2.3.8)
and (2.3.6) becomes
Re
 
eiδpA  λqu | u ¥ pcos θ  C3C14 sin θqRe apu, uq. (2.3.9)
Now, Cθ : C4 cos θ  C3 sin θ ¡ 0 if and only if cot θ ¡ C3C14  cot θ0, and
since cot θ is decreasing on s0, pir, V -ellipticity yields
Re
 
eiδpA  λqu | u ¥ Cθ}u}2V , for δ P t0,θu , (2.3.10)
obviously holding for δ  0 too. Whence, mpeiδpA   λqq ¥ CθC1C12 ¡ 0.
Similarly, by using that A is defined from the form apv, wq (cf. Section 2.1),
we get that mppeiδpA   λqqq  mpeiδpA   λqq ¥ CθC1C12 ¡ 0. So 0 P
ρpeiδpA   λqq by [Gru09, Lemma 12.9]. In particular eiδpA   λq, and therefore
A  λ, is bijective.
Furthermore, (2.3.10) implies
|λ| pu | uq ¤ | ppA  λqu | uq |   |apu, uq| ¤ | ppA  λqu | uq |   C3}u}2V (2.3.11)
¤ p1  C3C1θ q| ppA  λqu | uq |. (2.3.12)
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This yields that, for all u P DpAq, λ P Σ,
}u} ¤ |λ|1p1  C3C1θ q}pA  λqu}, (2.3.13)
which implies (2.3.3) for A. With minor modifications, a similar bound can be
shown for A.
Remark 2.3.4. For u P DpAq, inequality (2.3.5) implies that both σpAq and
νpAq are contained in the sector tλ P C | | arg λ|   pi{2 θ0u. Whence,
σpAq, νpAq  CzΣ. (2.3.14)

We now show that A (as well as A1) generates an analytic semigroup on
V , which is an extension of the semigroup generated by A on H. The proof
is similar to that of Lemma 2.3.3, but some changes are needed since we do not
consider a fixed inner product on V , rather, we consider the scalar product on
V and V .
Lemma 2.3.5. Let A be densely defined in V  by xAv, v˜y  apv, v˜q for all v˜ P V ,
with ap, q a bounded V -elliptic sesquilinear form on V as in (2.1.13) and let A1
be as defined there. Then A and A1 generate analytic semigroups on V .
Proof. We choose θ and δ as in the proof of Lemma 2.3.3, and consider the sector
Σ :  λ P C | | arg λ|   pi2   θ( Y t0u. As before Re eiδλ ¥ 0 for λ P Σ, and we
have the inequality, for u P V ,
RexeiδpA  λqu, uy  Repeiδapu, uqq   Repeiδqλ}u}2 ¥ Cθ}u}2V , (2.3.15)
using that xu, vy  pu | vq when u P H. This implies that A  λ is injective. We
need to show that it is in fact bijevtive. By the previous lemma λ P ρpAq, so
RpA   λIq  H, which is a dense subset of V . Now, since A   λI is injective
and extends A  λI, RpA  λIq contains RpA  λIq, and hence is dense in V .
We now show surjectivity of A   λ by showing that RpA   λq is closed. Let
vk be a sequence in RpA   λq that converges to v. Then, there exists uk in V
so that vk  pA   λquk. By (2.3.15), uk is a Cauchy sequence in V , and hence
converges, but then uk converges in V
. Denoting the limit by u, we have that
uk Ñ u in V  and pA   λquk Ñ v in V . Since A   λ is closed, v  pA   λqu,
and hence v P RpA  λq.
We now show the bound on the resolvent. Note that, by (2.3.15), we have the
following generalization of (2.3.11) for all u,w P V , with u  0,
|λ|xu,wy ¤ xpA  λqu,wy  |apu,wq| ¤ xpA  λqu,wy  C3}u}V }w}V
¤ xpA  λqu,wy  C3C1θ }w}V xpA  λqu, u}u}1V y. (2.3.16)
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Let }w}V  1, then
|λ|xu,wy ¤ p1  C3C1θ q}pA  λqu}V  . (2.3.17)
Taking the supremum over such w yields
}u}V  ¤ |λ|1p1  C3C1θ q}pA  λqu}V  . (2.3.18)
Therefore, λ P ρpAq with the bound needed.
With only minor modifications to the proof, it can be shown that A1 generates
an analytic semigroup on V .
To avoid confusion with the notation T for the terminal time, we denote the
semigroup on H generated by A by etA, even though it is not to be under-
stood as an exponential function having a power series expansion, as A is not
necessarily bounded. The notation, however, is consistent with standard func-
tional calculus, cf. (2.3.21) below. Likewise, we denote by etA the semigroup
generated by A on V .
Since etA is a semigroup, etA P BpV q and it has an adjoint operator in
BpV q, which we denote by petAq. Since V  is a reflexive space, it is a result
([Paz83, Corollary 1.10.6]) that the adjoint semigroup is generated by the adjoint
of the generator. Denoting the adjoint of the generator A by B, i.e.
xAw, vy  xw,Bvy, for all v P DpBq, w P V, (2.3.19)
we have that petAq  etB in BpV q. Similarly, petAq  etA in BpHq. That
etA

is an analytic semigroup follows from Lemma 2.3.3, and it is an exercise
to show that also etB is an analytic semigroups since etA are so.
We now exploit that the sector Σ can be chosen equal for A and A, which
results from the proofs above, to show that etA extends etA.
Proposition 2.3.6. Let A be a Lax-Milgram operator induced by the triple
pV,H, ap, qq, where ap, q is a bounded, V -elliptic sesquilinear form, and V  H
algebraically, topologically and densely, and let A be the extension of A to a
mapping V Ñ V . Then, the semigroups generated by A and A agree on H.
Proof. From the identities pA λIqpA λIq1  IV  and pA λIq1pA λIq 
IV , it follows, since A  AA1pHq, cf. Section 2.1, that
pA  λIq1  pA  λIq1|H . (2.3.20)
Now, from [Paz83, Theorem 1.7.7], we have that
etA  1
2pii
»
Γ
etµpA µq1 dµ, (2.3.21)
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where Γ is a smooth curve in the sector Σ from Lemma 2.3.3, running from 8eiκ
to 8eiκ with pi{2   κ   pi{2 θ, and the integral converges to etA in the uniform
operator topology. Note that the integral is well-defined since µ P ρpAq. Since
the integral as a consequence converges strongly, i.e for all v P V 
etAv  1
2pii
»
Γ
etµpA µq1v dµ, (2.3.22)
it follows by (2.3.20) that etA |H etA, i.e. etA extends etA.
Remark 2.3.7. Note that the range of the semigroup decreases as t increases,
since, by the semigroup property,
Rpept εqAq  RpetAeεAq  RpetAq. (2.3.23)

Next, we make some additional remarks on the action of a semigroup on a
vector function. We start by proving the following technical lemma regarding
the measurability of the semigroup acting on a vector function (undoubtedly
folklore).
Lemma 2.3.8. Let A be a generator of an analytic semigroup on Banach space W
with anti-dual W. For f P L1p0, T ;W q, and t P r0, T s, we have that eptqAf P
L1p0, t,W q, and that xη, eptqAfpqyW,W P L1p0, tq, for η PW.
Proof. We start by showing that eptqAf is strongly measurable, i.e. that there
is a sequence of simple functions converging pointwise to eptsqAfpsq for a.e.
s P r0, ts (see e.g. [RS80, page 116]).
Since f P L2p0, t;W q, f is strongly measurable. Let tfnu be a sequence of
simple functions, with fn taking the values y
pnq
1 , . . . , y
pnq
mn , such that }fnpsq 
fpsq}W Ñ 0 for a.e. s   t. For such an s, eptsqA P BpW q implies that, for ε ¡ 0,
there is a N such that for n ¥ N ,
}eptsqAfnpsq  eptsqAfpsq}W   ε
2
. (2.3.24)
For s   t, eptsqA is continuous in BpW q. Hence it is uniformly continuous in
BpW q on the compact subinterval r0, t 2ns. So, for ε ¡ 0, there exist Kpnq so
that, for |s1  s2|   t  2k, k ¥ Kpnq,
}epts1qA  epts2qA}BpW q ¤
ε
2p1  }y1}W   . . .  }ypnqmn}W q
. (2.3.25)
Here we may choose Kpnq to be increasing in n.
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We split r0, ts into 2Kpnq subintervals of length t  2Kpnq, and note that each
s   t lies precisely in one of these, denoted by rls  t  2Kpnq, pls   1q  t  2Kpnqr.
On this subinterval, we approximate the semigroup with the value at ls t2Kpnq.
Hence, let
gnpsq :
"
eptlst2
KpnqqAfnpsq, on r0, t 2ns
0, for s ¡ t 2n. (2.3.26)
This is a simple function, since fn is so, and there is a finite number of subinter-
vals.
To show that gnpsq converges to eptsqAfpsq a.e, let ε ¡ 0 be given, and consider
an s   t for which we have pointwise convergence, i.e. }fnpsq  fpsq}W Ñ 0. We
may choose N1 so large that s P r0, t 2N1s, and N2 so large that (2.3.24) holds.
Let N  max tN1, N2u. Since Kpnq ¥ KpNq for n ¥ N , we get by (2.3.24), and
(2.3.25), that
}gnpsq  eptsqAfpsq}W ¤ }gnpsq  eptsqAfnpsq}W
  }eptsqAfnpsq  eptsqAfpsq}W
¤ εp2p1  }y˜1}W   . . .  }y˜pnqmn}W qq1}fnpsq}W  
ε
2
  ε.
(2.3.27)
This shows the pointwise convergence a.e. on r0, ts. Hence eptqAf is strongly
measurable.
Now eptqAf P L1p0, T ;W q, for by the boundedness of eptqA, we see that
there exist constants M ¥ 1, ω ¥ 0 (cf. (2.3.1)) such that
}eptqAf}L1p0,T,W q ¤Meωt}f}L1p0,T ;W q. (2.3.28)
Since strong measurability implies weak measurability (see e.g. [RS80, page116]),
we see that xη, eptqAfyW,W P L1p0, tq by majorizing with }eptsqAfpsq}W }η}W .
We now show a Leibniz rule for differentiation of a semigroup acting on a vector
function.
Proposition 2.3.9. Let A be the generator of an analytic semigroup on a Banach
space W . Then, for w P H1p0, T ;W q, T ¡ 0, we have in D1p0, T ;W q, that
BspepTsqAwpsqq  pAqepTsqAwpsq   epTsqABswpsq. (2.3.29)
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Proof. First, we show (2.3.29) for w P C1p0, T ;W q, and later extend it to ar-
bitrary w P H1p0, T ;W q by a density argument. Let w P C1p0, T ;W q so that
we have wps   hq  wpsq  hBswpsq   ophq in the limit h Ñ 0. For s   T , the
semigroup is differentiable (cf. Theorem 2.3.2), so epTps hqqAx  epTsqAx 
hpAqepTsqAx   ophq, x P W . Since epTsqA is analytic for 0   s   t,
pAqepTsqAop1q  op1q for hÑ 0, by the boundedness of pAqepTsqA in (2.3.4).
Following the lines of the proof of Lemma 2.1.2, we get, by adding and subtracting
appropriate terms,
epTps hqqAwps  hq  epTsqAwpsq  phpAqepTsqA   ophqqphBswpsq   ophqq
  phpAqepTsqA   ophqqwpsq
  epTsqAphBswpsq   ophqq
 hppAqepTsqAwpsq   epTsqABswpsqq
  ophq, (2.3.30)
which shows (2.3.29) for w P C1p0, T ;W q.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.1.2, for w P H1p0, T ;W q, there is a sequence twku P
C1p0, T ;W q such that wk Ñ w in L2p0, T ;W q, and w1k Ñ w1 in L2,locp0, T ;W q.
For φ P Dp0, T q, by Lemma 2.3.8, the Bochner inequality (see e.g. [Eva08]),
and the boundedness of the semigroup in (2.3.1), we have that
}
» T
0
epTsqApwpsq  wkpsqqφpsq ds}W ¤
»
suppφ
}epTsqApwpsq  wkpsqqφpsq}W ds
¤ C}wpsq  wkpsq}L2p0,T ;W q, (2.3.31)
with C  Mp³
suppφ
|φpsqepTsqω|2 dsq1{2, where M is the constant in (2.3.1).
Hence, epTsqAwk Ñ epTsqAw in D1p0, T ;W q, and BspepTsqAwq 
limkÑ8pBspepTsqAwkqq.
Moreover, for ε ¡ 0 chosen such that suppφ sε, T  εr,
}
»
suppφ
epTsqApw1psq  w1kpsqqφpsq ds}W ¤ c}w1psq  w1kpsq}L2pε,Tε;W q.
(2.3.32)
Furthermore, since pAqepTsqA is bounded for s   T , cf. (2.3.4),
}
» T
0
pAqepTsqApwpsq  wkpsqqφpsq ds}W ¤ C˜}wpsq  wkpsq}L2p0,T ;W q,
(2.3.33)
with C˜  p³
suppφ
 cφpsq
pTsq
2 dsq1{2. Note that s  T for s P suppφ. Since formula
(2.3.29) obviously holds for wk, for all k, it follows from (2.3.31) - (2.3.33), that
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formula (2.3.29) extends to the arbitrary w P H1p0, T ;W q by passing to the
limit.
Corollary 2.3.10. If furthermore wpsq P DpAq for all s P r0, T s, then
BspepTsqAwpsqq  epTsqApAqwpsq   epTsqABswpsq. (2.3.34)
Proof. In particular, w P H1p0, T ;W q, so (2.3.29) holds. Now, wpsq P DpAq for all
s implies, by [Paz83, Theorem 1.2.4], that pAqepTsqAwpsq  epTsqApAqwpsq,
which completes the proof.
2.4. A representation of the solution
In this section we combine the theories introduced in the two previous sections,
and have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4.1. Let V  H  V  algebraically, topologically and densely. Let
A denote a Lax-Milgram operator defined from the triple pH,V, ap, qq, with ap, q
a bounded, and V -elliptic sesquilinear form on V , and A : V Ñ V  the extension
of A. Consider the initial value problem"
u1  Au  f in D1p0, T ;V q,
up0q  u0 in H. (2.4.1)
For u0 P H, and f P L2p0, T ;V q, we have the following representation of the
solution, u P X, of (2.4.1)
uptq  etAu0  
» t
0
eptsqAfpsq ds. (2.4.2)
First note, that Theorem 2.2.1 gives the existence and uniqueness of a solution.
Hence, we need only prove that the solution is on the form (2.4.2).
The strategy of proof is to use semigroup theory to define a function which, as
an element of V  acting on V , has a suitable distributional derivative, in that we
want to be able to use Lemma 2.2.2. This is the contents of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4.2. When uptq denotes the solution of (2.4.1), let
gpsq : eptsqAupsq, 0 ¤ s ¤ t. (2.4.3)
Then, in the sense of scalar distributions,
Bsxgpsq, ηy  xeptsqAfpsq, ηy, η P V. (2.4.4)
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Proof. We see that g P L1p0, T ;V q by Lemma 2.3.8, as u P L2p0, T ;V q 
L1p0, T ;V q. Furthermore, xgpsq, ηy P L1p0, T q for η P V , so it makes sense to de-
rive it in the scalar distributional sense. Also, f P L2p0, T ;V q  L1p0, T ;V q by
assumption, so eptsqAfpsq P L1p0, T ;V q, and xeptsqAfpsq, ηy is in L1p0, T q
by Lemma 2.3.8. Therefore, both sides of(2.4.4) make sense.
To avoid introducing a singularity at s  t by direct application of (2.3.4),
note that, since etB is analytic, one can use Lemma 2.1.2 for s Ps0, t εr, ε ¡ 0,
to get,
Bsxupsq, eptsqBηy  xu1psq, eptsqBηy   xupsq,BeptsqBηy. (2.4.5)
Since u solves (2.2.1), we conclude that
Bsxgpsq, ηy  xeptsqAu1psq, ηy   xeptsqAAupsq, ηy  xeptsqAfpsq, ηy.
(2.4.6)
Since ε ¡ 0 is arbitrary, this shows (2.4.4) in D1p0, T q.
We now prove the representation formula.
Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. Let u denote the solution of (2.4.1), the existence and
uniqueness of which follows from Theorem 2.2.1.
To apply Lemma 2.2.2, let gpsq in (2.4.3) play the role of u in that lemma with
B  V . Then it follows from the implication (2.2.5) ñ (2.2.3), that (2.4.4)
implies
gptq  gp0q  
» t
0
eptsqAfpsqds, a.e. (2.4.7)
By definition of g, and using Proposition 2.3.6 to conclude that etAu0  etAu0,
we have
uptq  etAu0  
» t
0
eptsqAfpsq ds a.e. (2.4.8)
This is the needed representation of u
2.5. Notes
Let us elaborate on the gain from joining the two methods. In semigroup theory,
in general, it is easy to see that the mild solution in (2.4.2) is the only possible
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solution to (2.4.1). However, in order to prove existence of a solution, one needs
to assume Ho¨lder continuity of f : r0, T s Ñ H of some appropriate order (see e.g.
[Paz83, Chapter 4 & 7]). In combination with functional analysis (cf. [Tem01]
and the minor generalizations in Theorem 2.2.1 above), especially the use of
vector distributions, we have proven that the mild solution is indeed a solution,
in the sense of distributions, under much weaker conditions on f , namely we need
only assume that f P L2p0, T ;V q. It is however crucial that the generator A is
a Lax-Milgram operator.
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3. Well-posedness of the final value
evolution problem
In this chapter, we show that the following final value evolution problem"
u1ptq  Auptq  f
upT q  uT (3.0.1)
is well-posed when the final data lies in an appropriate space, identified below.
This is essentially done by comparison with the corresponding initial value prob-
lem treated in the previous chapter, cf (2.0.1). Specifically, we show, in Section
3.1, that there exists a bijective correspondence between the initial states of
(2.0.1) and the terminal states of (3.0.1). This bijective correspondence is used
to prove a well-posedness result in Section 3.2.
3.1. A bijection between initial and terminal data
Let A denote a V -elliptic Lax-Milgram operator, and A : V Ñ V  its extension,
cf. Section 2.1. In this section, we study u at terminal time T , (cf. (2.4.2)),
upT q  eTAu0  
» T
0
epTsqAfpsqds. (3.1.1)
This representation is essential in what follows, since it gives a bijective corre-
spondence between initial and terminal data, explored below.
First, introduce the following notation, which will be useful throughout the
text,
yf :
» T
0
epTsqAfpsq ds. (3.1.2)
Note that by Lemma 2.3.8, f ÞÑ yf is a well-defined linear map. By (2.3.1),
we have }epTsqA}BpV q ¤ MeωpTsq, and it follows by the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality that
}yf }V  ¤ }MeωpTsq}L2p0,T q}f}L2p0,T ;V q ¤
M?
ω
}f}L2p0,T ;V q. (3.1.3)
However, the value of yf is actually in the smaller space H.
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Lemma 3.1.1. When f P L2p0, T ;V q, then }yf }H ¤ c}f}L2p0,T ;V q.
Proof. Since yf  upT q with u the solution of (2.4.1) for u0  0, Corollary 2.2.6
gives
}yf }H ¤ sup
tPr0,T s
}upt, xq}H ¤ c}f}L2p0,T ;V q, (3.1.4)
improving (3.1.3).
Often, the range of f ÞÑ yf is quite large, as one can show by an explicit
construction. This is the contents of the following lemma.
Proposition 3.1.2. Assume that H has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors
for A, then the mapping yf : L2p0, T ;V q Ñ H fulfills that V  Rpyf q.
Proof. Let v P V with v  °8j1 αjej  °8j1 pv | ejq ej . We shall choose f P
L2p0, T ;V q with fptq 
°8
j1 βjej 
°8
j1xfptq, ejyej such that yf  v. Let
βjptq  1r0,T sβj . Since epTsqAej  epTsqλjej , cf. Remark 3.1.4 below, we
have
yf 
» T
0
epTsqAfpsq ds 
8¸
j1
βj
» T
0
epTsqλjej ds, (3.1.5)
which, when yf  v, implies that
βj  αjλjp1 eTλj q1. (3.1.6)
Now, by Fact 1, Fact 2, and since we may order the eigenvalues increasingly such
that λj ¥ λ1 for all j,
}f}2L2p0,T ;V q 
» T
0
}fptq}2V  dt 
» T
0
8¸
j1
λ1j β
2
j dt  T
8¸
j1
λ1j α
2
jλ
2
j p1 eTλj q2
(3.1.7)
¤ T p1 eTλ1q2
8¸
j1
λjα
2
j   8. (3.1.8)
Hence, we may choose f so that yf  v.
It is mathematical folklore that the semigroup is injective at each t ¥ 0. Even
when the sesquilinear form is t-dependent, we have that u0 is uniquely determined
from uT (the interested reader is referred to [LM60]). In lack of a reference when
the sesquilinear form is not t-dependent, we include a straightforward proof below.
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Proposition 3.1.3. Let ezA denote a semigroup on H which is analytic in the
sector S : tz P C | | arg z|   δu for δ Ps0, pir. Then ezA is injective for z P S.
Proof. To show that the null space ZpezAq is trivial, we let u0 P H and a z0 P S
be such that
ez0Au0  0. (3.1.9)
Set f : z ÞÑ ezAu0, and gv : z ÞÑ pfpzq | vq, for arbitrary v P H. Then,
analyticity of ezA and the chain rule imply that f and gv are analytic with
f 1pzq  pezAq1u0, and g1vpzq  pf 1pzq | vq, z  0 (analogously to Lemma 2.1.1).
Hence, gv has, in an some open ball Bpz0, rq  S, the unique Taylor expansion
gvpzq 
8¸
n0
1
n!
gpnqpz0qpz  z0qn 
8¸
n0
1
n!

f pnqpz0q | v
	
pz  z0qn. (3.1.10)
By (3.1.9), and the standard formula for derivatives of analytic semigroups (See
e.g. [Paz83, Lemma 2.4.2]), which generalizes in a straightforward way to yield
f pnqpz0q  pAqnez0Au0  0 for all n ¥ 0, (3.1.11)
so that gv  0 on Bpz0, rq, and hence on S by the unique analytic extension.
This implies that f  0 on S, since fpz1q  0 would contradict gv  0 for
v  fpz1q. So, since etA is a strongly continuous semigroup,
u0  lim
tÑ0
etAu0  lim
tÑ0
fptq  0. (3.1.12)
Remark 3.1.4. In the particular case where H has an orthonormal basis of
eigenvectors for A, the injectivity follows explicitly by computations, which we
include in the following. Let teju be an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of A
such that Aej  λjej. It is immediate that etλjej and etAej both solves"
x1  Ax  0
xp0q  ej , (3.1.13)
so that etAej  etλjej, for all t P r0, T s, by uniqueness of the solution. Whence,
if etAv  0 for some v P H, t P r0, T s, the boundedness of etA gives
0  etAv 
¸
j
pv | ejqetAej 
¸
j
pv | ejqetλjej , (3.1.14)
implying that
°
j |pv | ejq|2e2tλj  0, and v  0. Hence, etA is invertible. 
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We use the symbol etA to denote the inverse of etA. This is an abuse of the
semigroup notation because etA is not in general a group, but it is convenient for
our purposes (although it requires some diligence). To emphasize this unconven-
tional choice, it is recalled once more that, for the Lax-Milgram operator A, the
analytic semigroup generated by A is written etA, and that
etA  petAq1. (3.1.15)
It maps RpetAq onto DpetAq  H, and has the following properties
Lemma 3.1.5. The inverse in (3.1.15) is a bounded operator from its domain
DpetAq  RpetAq into H with }etA}BpDpetAq,Hq   1, and DpetAq decreases in t,
i.e, for t1 ¥ t,
Dpet1Aq  DpetAq. (3.1.16)
In analogy to the semigroup property, we have
epTtqA  etAeTA, for 0 ¤ t ¤ T. (3.1.17)
Proof. As }etAx}H   }x}DpetAq when x  0, it follows that etA is a bounded
operator from its domain into H with
}etA}BpDpetAq,Hq   1. (3.1.18)
From Remark 2.3.7, it follows that Dpet1Aq  DpetAq, for t1 ¥ t.
By the semigroup property
epTtqAetAeTA  eTAeTA  IRpeTAq, (3.1.19)
so by Remark 2.3.7, one finds
epTtqA  epTtqAIRpepTtqAq  epTtqAIRpeTAq  etAeTA, (3.1.20)
which yields (3.1.17).
Remark 3.1.6. Using the bijectiveness of the semigroup, we note that Rpyf q 
H densely. Indeed, recalling from Lemma 3.1.1 that yf in (3.1.2) is a map
L2p0, T ;V q Ñ H, we see that for all v P H, by the Bochner identity (see e.g.
[Eva08]), noting that epTsqBv P DpBq  V ,
pyf | vq 
» T
0

epTsqAfpsq | v
	
ds 
» T
0
xfpsq, epTsqBvyV ,V ds. (3.1.21)
The adjoint yf : H Ñ L2p0, T ;V q is therefore given by yf v  epTsqBv which
is injective by Proposition 3.1.3, since the adjoint of an analytic semigroup, on a
Hilbert space, is again an analytic semigroup. Hence, Rpyf q  Zpyf qK  t0uK 
H. 
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Remark 3.1.7. It is worth noting that DpetAq  RpetAq  H densely for any
0   t   8, which is seen in much the same way as in the previous remark. 
The following proposition is an improvement to Remark 2.3.7 and Lemma 3.1.5
when we impose additional conditions on H.
Proposition 3.1.8. When H has an orthonormal bases of eigenvectors teju of
A, with the corresponding eigenvalues λj Ñ 8 for j Ñ 8, then there are, for
any 0   t   T   8, strict inclusions
DpeTAq  DpetAq  H. (3.1.22)
Moreover, DpetAq is the completion of Span tej | j P Nu with respect to the graph
norm on DpetAq.
Proof. First, we obtain that the graph norm on DpetAq is given by
}x}2DpetAq 
8¸
j1
p1  e2λjtq| px | ejq |2, (3.1.23)
by noting that
DpetAq  S :
#
x P H  8¸
j1
e2λjt| px | ejq |2   8
+
. (3.1.24)
In fact, for x P S, y  °8j1 eλjt px | ejq ej is a well defined vector in H, and
since etAej  eλjtej (cf. Remark 3.1.4), boundedness of etA yields
etAy 
8¸
j1
eλjt px | ejq etAej 
8¸
j1
px | ejq ej  x, (3.1.25)
so that x P DpetAq. Conversely, x P DpetAq  RpetAq implies that there is a
y P H such that
x  etAy 
8¸
j1
py | ejq etλjej , (3.1.26)
so that eλjt px | ejq  py | ejq P `2, i.e. x P S.
Now, let t1   t2. For x P Dpet2Aq, we immediately have, since λj ¡ 0 by
V -ellipticity, that x P Dpet1Aq, since
8¸
j1
e2λjt1 | px | ejq |2  
8¸
j1
e2λjt2 | px | ejq |2   8. (3.1.27)
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On the other hand, we may choose x P Dpet1Aq in such a way that x R Dpet2Aq.
Since λj Ñ 8 by assumption, we may choose a subsequence tλjnu, such that
λjn ¡ 2n for all n P N. Now, for tanu P `2, let
x 
8¸
n1
ane
λjn t1ejn . (3.1.28)
This vector is in Dpet1Aq because
8¸
j1
e2λjt1 | px | ejq |2 
8¸
n1
|an|2   8, (3.1.29)
whereas, e.g. an  n1, gives
8¸
j1
e2λjt2 | px | ejq |2 
8¸
n1
e2λjn pt2t1q|an|2 ¡
8¸
n1
e2
npt2t1q|an|2 ¥ 8. (3.1.30)
Hence, Dpet2Aq  Dpet2Aq is a strict inclusion.
Furthermore, DpetAq is the completion of Span tej | j P Nu with respect to the
graph norm on DpetAq. Indeed, by (3.1.23), it follows that, for x P DpetAq,
x
¸
j¤N
px | ejq ej Ñ 0 in DpetAq as N Ñ8, (3.1.31)
which completes the proof.
Remark 3.1.9. The previous remark can be extended to the semigroup on V 
generated by A, by using Fact 2, to see that
DpetAq  tw P V  |
8¸
j1
e2λjt|xw, ejy|2   8u. (3.1.32)

After this study of yf , and DpetAq, note that the mapping
u0 ÞÑ eTAu0 ÞÑ eTAu0   yf , (3.1.33)
is composed of the bijection eTA, and a translation by yf , hence is bijective
from H to the affine space RpeTAq   yf , so we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1.10. For the set of solutions u of the differential equation pBt  
Aqu  f with data fixed f P L2p0, T ;V q, formula (3.1.1) gives a bijective corre-
spondence between initial states u0 in H and terminal states upT q in yf DpeTAq.
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3.2. Well-posedness of the final value problem
In this section, we shall see that the bijection obtained in the previous section
leads to well-posedness of the final value problem:"
u1  Au  f,
upT q  uT . (3.2.1)
First, using (3.1.15), we rewrite the bijection from Theorem 3.1.10 as
u0  eTApuT 
» T
0
epTsqAfpsq dsq  eTApuT  yf q, (3.2.2)
and note that since eTA : DpeTAq Ñ H allows substitution of (3.2.2), as initial
state, into the representation formula in (2.4.2), the solution u to the final value
problem is given by
uptq  etAeTApuT  yf q  
» t
0
eptsqAfpsq ds. (3.2.3)
Using this, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.1. Let V  H  V  algebraically, topologically and densely, A
a Lax-Milgram operator defined from the triple pH,V, ap, qq, where ap, q is a
bounded and V -elliptic sesquilinear form, and with extension A : V Ñ V . For
given f P L2p0, T ;V q, and uT P H, the condition
uT  yf P DpeTAq (3.2.4)
is necessary and sufficient for the existence of some
u P X : L2p0, T ;V q X Cpr0, T s;Hq XH1p0, T ;V q (3.2.5)
that solves (3.2.1).
In the affirmative case, u is uniquely determined, and has the representation
in (3.2.3).
For the space X of solutions in (3.2.5), we use the norm given by (cf. (2.2.27))
}u}2X 
» T
0
}uptq}2V dt  sup
tPr0,T s
}uptq}2  
» T
0
}u1ptq}2V  dt. (3.2.6)
Proof. When uT and f fulfill the compatibility relation in (3.2.4), then u0 
eTApuT  yf q is a well-defined vector in H, which is the unique initial state
corresponding to uT P yf  DpeTAq; cf. Theorem 3.1.10 and (3.2.2). Moreover,
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u in (3.2.3) is the unique solution to the differential equation pBt  Aqu  f
with initial state u0 (and final state uT ). That u P X follows from Theorem
2.2.1. Hence, (3.2.1) is uniquely solvable and the solution has the representation
in (3.2.3).
On the other hand; if (3.2.1) has a solution u P X, then uT is reachable from
up0q, and it follows from the representation in (2.4.2) that
uT  eTAup0q   yf . (3.2.7)
In particular uT  yf P DpeTAq.
Remark 3.2.2. We see that not only is (3.2.1) solvable if and only if there exist
a v P H such that uT  yf  eTAv; in the affirmative case, this v must also be
up0q. 
Remark 3.2.3. Writing (3.2.4) as uT  eTAu0   yf , cf. Remark 3.2.2, we
note that the conclusion of Theorem 3.2.1 is quite natural, since it follows that
the admissible terminal data uT when compared to the solution of"
u1  Au  f,
up0q  u0, (3.2.8)
is a sum of the reachable terminal state, eTAu0, of the semi-homogeneous equa-
tion with f  0 and the reachable terminal state yf of the semi-homogeneous
equation with u0  0. 
Remark 3.2.4. To elaborate on the constraint uT P yf  DpeTAq, we consider,
on the solution space X, the following matrix formed operator
Bt  A
rT


: X Ñ
L2p0, T ;V q

H
. (3.2.9)
Then (3.2.1) obviously has a solution if and only if
f
uT


P R
Bt  A
rT



, (3.2.10)
To test whether the pair pf, uT q belongs to the range in (3.2.10), one may use the
operator
K : L2p0, T ;V q H Ñ H, Kpf, uT q : uT 
» T
0
epTtqAfptq dt.
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Then Theorem 3.2.1 states that
R
Bt  A
rT



 K1pDpeTAqq. (3.2.11)

We now introduce the space of admissible data
Y :  pf, uT q P L2p0, T ;V q H | uT  yf P DpeTAq( . (3.2.12)
It is immediate to see that Y may be endowed with the obvious inner product
puT | vT q   pf | gqL2p0,T ;V q   puT  yf | vT  ygq
   eTApuT  yf q | eTApvT  ygq , (3.2.13)
and by Remark 3.2.4 we see that Y  K1pDpeTAqq. Moreover, Y is complete,
and as for the initial value problem, we have continuous dependence on the data.
Theorem 3.2.5. The solution u depends continuously on the data uT and f ,
provided with the induced norm
}pf, uT q}2Y : }uT }2H   }f}2L2p0,T ;V q   }uT  yf }2DpeTAq. (3.2.14)
Furthermore, the space of admissible data Y is a Hilbert space.
Proof. The continuity follows from Corollary 2.2.6 by inserting u0  eTApuT 
yf q, cf. (3.2.2), in (2.2.28), yielding
}u}2X ¤ cp}eTApuT  yf q}2   }f}2L2p0,T ;V qq (3.2.15)
¤ cp}uT  yf }2DpeTAq   }f}2L2p0,T ;V qq ¤ c}pf, uT q}2Y . (3.2.16)
To show completeness, let tpfn, unT qu be a Cauchy sequence in Y , which is a
subset of L2p0, T ;V q  H provided with the norm in (3.2.14). Then, tfnu is
Cauchy in L2p0, T ;V q with fn Ñ f P L2p0, T ;V q, and tunT u is Cauchy in H
with unT Ñ uT P H, by the completeness of L2p0, T ;V q, and H respectively.
We shall show that pf, uT q P Y , i.e. that uT  yf P DpeTAq, and that
}unT  yfn  puT  yf q}DpeTAq Ñ 0. (3.2.17)
Note that Lemma 3.1.1 implies that tyfnu converges to yf in H. Hence, unT 
yfn Ñ uT  yf in H for nÑ8.
Since unT  yfn P DpeTAq, there is a gn P H with gn  eTApunT  yfnq. Now,
Lemma 3.1.5 gives that
}gn} ¤ }unT  yfn}DpeTAq. (3.2.18)
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So tgnu is Cauchy in H, since tunT  yfnu is so in DpeTAq. Therefore, there is a
g P H such that }gn  g} Ñ 0. Since eTA P BpHq it follows that, in H,
uT  yf  lim
nÑ8
punT  yfnq  lim eTAgn  eTAg. (3.2.19)
Hence, uT  yf P DpeTAq. Moreover,
}eTApunT  yfn  uT  yf q}  }gn  g} Ñ 0, (3.2.20)
which yields (3.2.17)
Now, by Theorem 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.2.5 together, we have the following
theorem
Theorem 3.2.6. For pf, uT q P Y , the final value problem"
u1  Au  f,
upT q  uT (3.2.21)
is well-posed with u P X.
3.3. Notes
The idea of using semigroup theory to study ill-posed parabolic problems is not
new. It has e.g. been used in the method of quasi reversability to give approx-
imative solutions to the parabolic final value problem by altering the operator,
or, in the quasi boundary reversability method, the terminal data. The method
of quasi reversability was introduced by Jacques-Louis Lions and Robert Latte`s
in [LL67], and the assumptions on the operator A was weakened e.g. by Ralph
Showalter in [Sho74]. In fact, the result in [Sho74], which concerns the homo-
geneous equation, is related to the result in the present chapter. In [Sho74],
the result is that, assuming that the operator is m-accretive with semiangle pi{4,
at most one solution exists; and furthermore, that a solution exists if and only
if the final state can be approximated by the group generated by the Yosida
approximation of the operator. As Lax-Milgram operators are generators of a
semigroups after a change of sign, they are indeed m-accretive, but we work un-
der the assumption that the operator is V -elliptic. However, our semiangle is
θ0  cotpC3C14 q, and it is just in s0, pi{2s, so our theory is more general in this
respect. Furthermore, in the present chapter, we gave an explicit characterization
of the space of admissible data, which fits well with the difficulties of solving the
parabolic problem backward in time, described e.g. in [Isa98, Chapter 3] and
[Pay75], and we have showed that a solution, even in the weak sense, does only
exist for a very restricted class of terminal data.
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We point out that it is expected to have some compatibility relations on the
data in order to have solvability. Gerd Grubb and Vsevolod Solonikov gave in
[GS90] explicit, local compatibility relations for the initial parabolic problem in
a general setting to be solvable in certain Sobolev spaces. We note that our
compatibility relation has a more implicit, and non-local nature because of the
integral from zero to T , and the semigroup operators in all terms.
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4. Applications to the heat equation
The purpose of this chapter is to show well-posedness of the final value heat
equation by application of the results obtained in the previous chapters.
Consider therefore the final value heat equation$&
%
pBt ∆qu  f, in Q :s0, T rΩ
γ0u  g, on Γ :s0, T rBΩ
rTu  uT , at tT u  Ω,
(4.0.1)
where Ω is assumed to be bounded with BΩ smooth (cf. Appendix A). With
homogeneous boundary conditions, i.e. with g  0, this is a special case of the
theory treated in Section 3.2, cf. the description in Section 4.1 below. The case
with inhomogeneous boundary data is treated in Section 4.2.
4.1. Homogeneous boundary data
When g  0 in (4.0.1), let
V  H10 pΩq, H  L2pΩq and V   H1pΩq. (4.1.1)
The Dirichlet realization of the Laplacian, ∆γ0 , is the Lax-Milgram operator
associated with the triple pL2pΩq, H10 pΩq, sq, where
spu, vq 
n¸
j1
pBju | BjvqL2pΩq . (4.1.2)
We note that spu, vq is H10 pΩq-elliptic and symmetric, so A  ∆γ0 is selfadjoint
on L2pΩq. Also, we denote by A : H10 pΩq Ñ H1pΩq the extension of ∆γ0 . In
particular, p∆γ0q  ∆γ0 is the generator of the analytic semigroup on L2pΩq,
as is A on H1pΩq by Lemma 2.3.3, and Lemma 2.3.5 respectively.
Consistent with the notation in general semigroup theory, we let et∆γ0 de-
note the semigroup generated by ∆γ0 . Moreover, we denote the inverse of this
semigroup by
pet∆γ0 q1  et∆γ0 , (4.1.3)
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although this notation requires some diligence as noted in Section 3.1.
Since H10 pΩq is compactly embedded in L2pΩq by Rellich’s Theorem (see e.g.
[Gru09, Theorem 8.2]), we have by Remark 2.1.3, that L2pΩq has an orthonormal
basis of eigenvectors of ∆γ0 . Let teju denote this basis with the corresponding
eigenvalues given by ∆γ0ej  λjej , and note that 0   λj , @j, by the H10 -
ellipticity, and that we may organize the eigenvalues such that they form an
increasing sequence, λ1 ¤ λ2 ¤ . . . (cf. Remark 2.1.3). We will henceforth
assume this ordering of the eigenvalues.
As an immediate consequence to Theorem 3.2.1, and Theorem 3.2.5, we have
the following proposition:
Proposition 4.1.1. Let ∆γ0 be the Lax-Milgram operator associated to the
triple
pL2pΩq, H10 pΩq, sp, qq, and let A denote the extension of ∆γ0 , which maps
H10 pΩq onto H1pΩq. Assume that f P L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq, uT P L2pΩq, and that
uT 
» T
0
epTsqAfpsq ds P DpeT∆γ0 q. (4.1.4)
Then, the final value problem$&
%
pBt ∆qu  f, in Q
γ0u  0, on Γ
rTu  uT , at tT u  Ω
(4.1.5)
is well-posed, i.e. it has a uniquely determined solution
u P X  L2p0, T ;H10 pΩqq X Cpr0, T s;L2pΩqq XH1p0, T ;H1pΩqq, (4.1.6)
which fulfils
}u}2X ¤ c}pf, uT q}2Y  }uT }2L2pΩq   }f}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq   }uT  yf }2DpeTAq. (4.1.7)
In the affirmative case,
uT 
» T
0
epTsqAfpsq ds  eT∆γ0up0q. (4.1.8)
Moreover, it should be added, that the compatibility relation (4.1.4) is also neces-
sary for the existence of a solution, cf. Theorem 3.2.1.
We will now generalize to study the well-posedness in the case of inhomoge-
neous boundary data.
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4.2. Inhomogeneous boundary data
As for the general parabolic evolution problem, the result regarding the solvability
of the final value problem follows from solvability results regarding the initial
value problem. Hence, we start by considering the initial value heat equation
with inhomogeneous boundary data:$&
%
pBt ∆qu  f, in Q :s0, T rΩ
γ0u  g, on Γ :s0, T rBΩ
r0u  u0, at t0u  Ω.
(4.2.1)
We show results similar to those of Theorem 2.2.1, Corollary 2.2.6 and Theorem
2.4.1. The idea is to use the linearity of (4.2.1) to rewrite it to an equivalent
problem with homogeneous boundary data with the aid of a function w, which
satisfies that γ0w  g on the boundary Γ. Note that we use the notation γ0 to
denote both the trace operator on Q, as well as that on Ω. The meaning should
however be clear from the context.
We have the following result regarding such a w:
Lemma 4.2.1. For g P H1{2,1{2pΓq there exist a w P H1,1pQq such that γ0w  g.
Furthermore, there exist a bounded right inverse K˜0 of γ0, so with w  K˜0g, w
is uniquely determined from g, and
}w}H1,1pQq ¤ c}g}H1{2,1{2pΓq. (4.2.2)
We use the notation Hs,spQq (cf. (A.0.19)) even though it is straightforward to
show that it is equivalent to HspQq, but we keep this notation in order to make
the connection to [LM72a] more transparent.
Proof. By [LM72a, Proposition 4.2.1], we write H1{2,1{2pΓq as an interpolation
space,
H1{2,1{2pΓq  rH1,1pΓq, L2pΓqs1{2. (4.2.3)
Then, by Theorem 1.4.2 in [LM72b], using that Ω locally looks like Rn  (cf.
Appendix A), there exist w such that wˆ P L2pRξn ;H1,1pΓqq, and |ξn|wˆ P L2pRξn ;
L2pΓqq, that fulfills γ0w  g. More precisely, there is a w P H1,1pQq which is
equal to g on Γ. In particular, γ0 : H
1,1pQq Ñ H1{2,1{2pΓq is surjective, and in
fact bounded (see [LM72b, page 21-22]).
Now, γ0 : H
1,1pQq a Zpγ0q Ñ H1{2,1{2pΓq is bijective, and
K˜0 : H
1{2,1{2pΓq Ñ H1,1pQq a Zpγ0q (4.2.4)
is the corresponding inverse. Since γ0 is bounded, Zpγ0q is closed, hence complete
in the norm on H1,1pQq restricted hereto. So by the open mapping principle (see
e.g. [Lax02, page 170]), K˜0 is bounded and (4.2.2) follows.
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When considered as a mapping H1{2,1{2pΓq Ñ H1,1pQq, then K˜0 is a right
inverse, i.e. γ0K˜0  IH1{2,1{2pΓq. We shall henceforth let w : K˜0 be the particular
choice of w introduced in the previous lemma. We have the following result:
Proposition 4.2.2. The heat problem in (4.2.1) has a unique solution
u P X 1 : L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq X Cpr0, T s;L2pΩqq XH1p0, T ;H1pΩqq. (4.2.5)
Furthermore, it depends continuously on the data, i.e.
}u}2X1 ¤ cp}u0}2L2pΩq   }f}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq   }g}2H1{2,1{2pΓqq. (4.2.6)
We note that the norm on X 1 is given by
}x}2X1  }x}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq   sup
0¤t¤T
}xptq}2L2pΩq   }x}2H1p0,T ;H1pΩqq, (4.2.7)
quite similar to (2.2.27), and turn to the proof of the proposition.
Proof. Taking w as in Lemma 4.2.1, we let v : u  w and note that (4.2.1) is
equivalent to $&
%
pBt ∆qv  f˜ , in Q :s0, T rΩ
γ0v  0, on Γ :s0, T rBΩ
r0v  u˜0, at t0u  Ω
(4.2.8)
with
f˜ : f  pBt ∆qw and u˜0 : u0  wp0q. (4.2.9)
Now, w P H1,1pQq implies that w P Cpr0, T s;L2pΩqq, by Lemma 2.2.2, so that
wp0q is well defined. Since w P H1p0, T ;L2pΩqq  H1p0, T ;H1pΩqq, w is in X 1.
The inequality
}Bsw}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq   }∆w}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq ¤ C21}w}2H1p0,T ;L2pΩqq   c}w}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq
¤ c}w}2H1,1pQq, (4.2.10)
implies that Btw P L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq, and ∆w P L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq. It follows
that f˜ P L2p0, T ;H1pΩq, and u˜0 P L2pΩq, so by Theorem 2.2.1, the problem in
(4.2.8) has a unique solution (cf. (2.2.26))
v P X  L2p0, T ;H10 pΩqq X Cpr0, T s;L2pΩqq XH1p0, T ;H1pΩq. (4.2.11)
Then, since w  K˜0g is uniquely determined from g, and w P X 1, the problem
in (4.2.1) has a unique solution u  v   w P X 1.
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We now show that the solution u depends continuously on the data, and note
that by (2.2.8),
sup
0¤t¤T
}wptqq}L2pΩq ¤ cp}w}L2p0,T ;L2pΩqq   }Bsw}L2p0,T ;L2pΩqqq, (4.2.12)
which implies that
}w}2X1 ¤ c}w}2H1,1pQq. (4.2.13)
Now, by Corollary 2.2.6, (4.2.10) and (4.2.2),
}u}2X1 ¤ 2p}v}2X   }w}2X1q ¤ cp}u˜0}2L2pΩq   }f˜}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq   }w}2X1q
¤ cp}u0}2L2pΩq   }f}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq   }wp0q}2L2pΩq
  }pBt ∆qw}2L2p0,T ;H1q   }w}2X1q
¤ cp}u0}2L2pΩq   }f}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq   }g}2H1{2,1{2pΓq, (4.2.14)
which concludes the proof.
We shall obtain a representation for the solution in Proposition 4.2.2, but
before we do so, we must introduce some notions needed.
It becomes useful to also introduce a particular right inverse of γ0 on Ω. For
this purpose, we note that, by a straightforward argument, the bijectiveness of
A  ∆ |H10 pΩq implies that H1pΩq is the direct sum of the kernel of γ0, and
the harmonic funtions, i.e.
H1pΩq  H10 pΩq  Zp∆q. (4.2.15)
Remark 4.2.3. In fact, H10 pΩq is orthogonal to Zp∆q in H1pΩq with respect
to the inner product pu | vqH1pΩq 
°n
j1 pBju | BjvqL2pΩq, which by the Poincare´
inequality (see e.g. [Tem01]), induces a norm equivalent to the usual norm on
H1pΩq, whenever Ω is bounded. So, for any u P Zp∆q, φ P C80 pΩq
pu | vqH1pΩq 
n¸
j1
xBju, Bjφy  x∆u, φy  0, (4.2.16)
and hence, by a limit argument, it holds for all u P Zp∆q, v P H10 pΩq, i.e.
H1pΩq  H10 pΩq ` Zp∆q. (4.2.17)

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Let P : A1∆. Then it is easy to see that P 2  P , and P P BpH1pΩq, H10 pΩqq,
so in fact P is the projection on H10 pΩq along Zp∆q. Let Q  I  P denote
the projection on Zp∆q along H10 pΩq. We keep this notation for the projection
on Zp∆q even though we also use the notation Q for the time cylinder. The
meaning should however be clear from the context.
Since γ0 : H
1pΩq Ñ H1{2pBΩq is a surjection (see e.g. [LM72b, Theorem 1.9.4]),
we may choose an inverse, denoted by K0, on the complement Zp∆q of Zpγ0q,
i.e.
K0 : H
1{2pBΩq Ñ Zp∆q. (4.2.18)
In fact, since Zp∆q is complete in the norm on H1pΩq restricted hereto, we get
that K0 is bounded by the open mapping principle (see e.g. [Lax02, page 170]),
analogue to the proof of Lemma 4.2.1. With this choice of K0, we have
K0γ0  K0γ0pP  Qq  K0γ0Q  IZp∆qQ  Q. (4.2.19)
As before, when we consider K0 as a map H
1{2pBΩq Ñ H1pΩq, it is a right inverse
for γ0, i.e. γ0K0  IH1{2pBΩq.
This observation is used to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.4. For w P H1,1pQq with γ0w  g, the integral» T1{n
0
p∆γ0qepTsq∆γ0wpsq ds (4.2.20)
converges in L2pΩq, and the integral» T1{n
0
AepTsqAK0gpsq ds (4.2.21)
converges in H1pΩq.
Proof. The strong continuity of the semigroup (cf. Definition 2.3.1), and the
uniform boundedness principle yields that }epTpT1{nqq∆γ0 }BpL2pΩqq ¤ c, and
using bilinearity we obtain
epTpT1{nqq∆γ0wpT  1{nq Ñ wpT q in L2pΩq. (4.2.22)
By Proposition 2.3.9, BspepTsq∆γ0wpsqq  ∆γ0epTsq∆γ0wpsq epTsq∆γ0 Bswpsq,
where both terms are in L1p0, T  1{n;L2pΩqq for all n, so by Lemma 2.2.2,
repTsq∆γ0wpsqssT1{ns0 
» T1{n
0
p∆γ0qepTsq∆γ0wpsq ds
 
» T1{1n
0
epTsq∆γ0 Bswpsqds. (4.2.23)
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Since the lefthand side, and the rightmost term both converge in L2pΩq as nÑ8,
the integral
³T1{n
0
p∆γ0qepTsq∆γ0wpsq ds converges in L2pΩq as claimed.
Naturally, this convergence also holds in H1pΩq by the continuous embeddings
in (2.1.2), and since (4.2.19) gives Qwpsq  K0γ0wpsq  K0gpsq,» T1{n
0
∆γ0e
pTsq∆γ0wpsq ds 
» T1{n
0
rAepTsqAQwpsq ds epTsqApAqPwpsqsds 
» T1{n
0
rAepTsqAK0gpsq ds epTsqApAqPwpsqs ds. (4.2.24)
In the last term, epTsqAAPwpsq  epTsqA∆Pwpsq P L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq, which
implies the convergence of (4.2.21) in H1pΩq.
We use the following notation for the limits in the above Lemma:

» T
0
p∆γ0qepTsq∆γ0wpsq ds : lim
nÑ8
» T1{n
0
p∆γ0qepTsq∆γ0wpsq ds in L2pΩq,
(4.2.25)
and

» T
0
AepTsqAK0gpsq ds : lim
nÑ8
» T1{n
0
AepTsqAK0gpsq ds in H1pΩq.
(4.2.26)
Using this notation, we have the following result
Proposition 4.2.5. Let u be the unique solution to (4.2.1) (cf. Proposition
4.2.2). Then u has the following representation
uptq  et∆γ0u0  
» t
0
eptsqAfpsq ds
» t
0
AeptsqAK0gpsq ds. (4.2.27)
Proof. By Theorem 2.4.1, v has the representation
vptq  et∆γ0 u˜0  
» t
0
eptsqAf˜psq ds
 et∆γ0u0  et∆γ0wp0q  
» t
0
eptsqAfpsq ds
» t
0
eptsqApBs ∆qwpsq ds.
(4.2.28)
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Rewriting the last term, using (4.2.23) and (4.2.24) yields
» t
0
eptsqApBs ∆qwpsq ds 
» t
0
eptsqABswpsq ds 
» t
0
eptsqAp∆qPwpsq ds
 reptsq∆γ0wpsqssts0 
» t
0
p∆γ0qeptsq∆γ0wpsq ds
 
» t
0
eptsqAp∆qPwpsq ds
 wptq  et∆γ0wp0q   
» t
0
AeptsqAK0gpsq ds.
(4.2.29)
Inserting this into (4.2.28), yields (4.2.27) since u  v   w.
Next, we address the solvability of the final value problem$&
%
pBt ∆qu  f, in Q :s0, T rΩ,
γ0u  g, on Γ :s0, T rBΩ,
rTu  uT , at tT u  Ω.
(4.2.30)
As before, the aim is to give conditions on the data f , g and uT such that
the system is well-posed and as before, this had to do with the representation
of the solution to the initial value problem. However, we note that the term

³t
0
AeptsqAK0gpsq ds is difficult to handle, so we briefly explore this term, and
introduce the following notation
zg : 
» T
0
AeptsqAK0gpsq ds. (4.2.31)
Note that g ÞÑ zg is a well defined linear map. The following result shows that it
maps H1{2,1{2pΓq into L2pΩq.
Lemma 4.2.6. When g P H1{2,1{2pΓq, then }zg}L2pΩq ¤ c}g}H1{2,1{2pΓq.
Proof. By the representation formula in (4.2.27), with t  T , we see that zg 
upT q for homogeneous data f  0, and u0  0. Proposition 4.2.2 now yields (cf.
(4.2.6))
}zg}2L2pΩq ¤ sup
0¤t¤T
}uptq}2L2pΩq ¤ c}g}H1{2,1{2pΓq, (4.2.32)
which concludes the proof.
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We now present the solvability result for the final value heat equation with
inhomogeneous boundary data.
Theorem 4.2.7. Assume that g P H1{2,1{2pΓq, f P L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq, uT P
L2pΩq Then the compatibility relation:
uT  yf   zg P DpeT∆γ0 q, (4.2.33)
is necessary and sufficient for the existence of some
u P X 1 : L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq X Cpr0, T s;L2pΩqq XH1p0, T ;H1pΩqq, (4.2.34)
that solves (4.2.30). In the affirmative case, u is uniquely determined, and have
the representation
uptq  et∆γ0 eT∆γ0 puT  yf   zgq  
» t
0
eptsqAfpsq ds
» t
0
AeptsqAK0gpsq ds.
(4.2.35)
Proof. Only minor modifications is needed to the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, by
noting that zg P L2pΩq, so that the representation formula in (4.2.27) is a bijective
correspondence between initial and terminal data.
Remark 4.2.8. As in Proposition 4.1.1, we can make the statement in the above
theorem more precise: If a solution to (4.2.30) exists, not only must uT  yf  
zg ds P DpeT∆γ0 q, but in the affirmative case we have that
uT  yf   zg  eT∆γ0up0q. (4.2.36)

Denoting the space af admissible data by
Y 1 :
!
pf, g, uT q P L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq H1{2,1{2pΓq  L2pΩq | (4.2.37)
uT  yf   zg P DpeT∆γ0 q
(
, (4.2.38)
equipped with the norm
}pf, g, uT q}2Y 1 : }uT }2L2pΩq   }g}2H1{2pQq   }f}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq
  }uT  yf  
» T
0
AepTsqAK0gpsq ds}2DpeT∆γ0 q, (4.2.39)
and recalling that
}x}2X1 : }x}2L2p0,T ;H1pΩqq   sup
0¤t¤T
}xptq}2L2pΩq   }x}2H1p0,T ;H1pΩqq (4.2.40)
is the norm on the solution space X 1 (cf. (4.2.34)), we have the following result
on the well-posedness of the fully inhomogeneous problem in (4.2.1):
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Corollary 4.2.9. The solution u in X 1 depends continuously on the data pf, g,
uT q in Y 1 provided with the norm in (4.2.39). Furthermore, Y 1 is complete in
the norm }  }Y 1 .
Proof. Continuity follows by inserting u0  eT∆γ0 puT  yf   zgq from (4.2.36)
into (4.2.6). The completeness of Y 1 is deduced from the boundedness of zg from
Lemma 4.2.6 with minor modifications of the proof of Theorem 3.2.5.
4.3. Notes
We note that we could have taken a different approach to get a solvability result
of the final value heat equation in (4.2.30). Namely, the compatibility relation
in (4.2.33) would, as one would indeed expect, follow directly from the compati-
bility relation deduced in (4.1.4) by similar observations as those presented here.
However, by taking the present approach, we gain in addition, the representation
formulas in (4.2.27) and (4.2.35) by straightforward computations.
The approach of rewriting the problem with inhomogeneous boundary data
via the trace γ0 is well-known, and is e.g. used in combination with semigroup
theory by Donald Washburn in [Was76] to introduce a generalized solution to
the semihomogeneous initial value problem with non-zero boundary data, that
is similar to zg in the present chapter. Furthermore, he addressed the difficulty
of obtaining integrability results for the term where the generator acts on the
semigroup under some high regularity assumptions on the boundary data, and
it is in this setting his generalized solution is to be seen. However, we only need
the boundary data to be in H1{2,1{2pΓq for the semihomogeneous initial value
problem to be solvable.
The idea in the present thesis has been to reduce the data space sufficiently to
deduce well-posedness. This was also the strategy by Willard Miranker in [Mir61]
to show existence of a solution to the homogeneous, one-dimensional heat equa-
tion on Rt  Rx. In [Mir61], the result is that for terminal data with compactly
supported Fourier tranform, the heat problem is solvable, and the corresponding
initial state has again compactly supported Fourier tranform. Furthermore, he
gave a counterexample to well-posedness in the one-dimensional case when one
does not restrict the final values sufficiently.
However, in the present thesis we showed that not alone does a solution to
the fully inhomogeneous parabolic final value problem exist, under appropriate
assumptions on the final states and the inhomogeneities; it is even well-posed,
when studied on appropriate spaces. To our present knowledge, there has been
no previous results in the litterature regarding the well-posedness of the final
value parabolic problem.
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5. A few examples
In this chapter, we give a short presentation of some immediate applications of
the results, and methods obtained in the previous chapters. In particular, we see
that the solution to two semihomogenous problems for the same operator can have
very different nature, and we give a short proof of approximate controllability of
the heat equation with an inner control exerted on the entire domain.
5.1. A study of the two semihomogeneous problems
For Hilbert spaces V and H, let V  H algebraically, topologically and densely
with V ãÑ H continuous. Let ap, q be a bounded, V -elliptic sesquilinear form,
and A the Lax-Milgram operator associated with the triple pH,V, ap, qq with
extension A : V Ñ V .
Let us consider the following semi-homogeneous problem"
u1  Au  f in D1p0, T ;V q,
up0q  0 in H. (5.1.1)
By Theorem 2.4.1, the solution at time t  T , upT q is yf (cf. (3.1.2)) at least
for the heat equation. Now, Proposition 3.1.2 yields that V  Rpyf q. That is,
all of V may be reached at time T for some solution to (5.1.1). We therefore, in
many cases, have some flexibility in this solution.
This is in contrast to the solution of other semi-homogeneous problem which
we now explore; at least for normal Lax- Milgram operators. Hence, we assume
that A is normal, and consider"
u1  Au  0 in D1p0, T ;Hq,
up0q  u0 in H, (5.1.2)
with solution uptq  eAtu0, where etA is an analytic semigroup.
We now introduce the following auxillary function
hptq : }uptq}2, t P r0, T s (5.1.3)
and note that h is continuous for t ¥ 0 and differentiable for t ¡ 0.
We have the following Proposition
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Proposition 5.1.1. The function h introduced in (5.1.3) is strictly convex with
respect to time. Furthermore, its growth is bounded at t  0 by mpAq   0 (cf.
(A.0.9)).
This makes the solution to the semi-homogeneous problem in (5.1.2) is very
rigid; it is very hard to chance the solution locally in time without violating the
strict convexity.
Proof. Assume that u0 P DpAq with }u0}  1. By Lemma 2.1.1, and the mean
value theorem, there is a τ ¡ 0 such that
t1phptq  hp0qq  h1pτq  2 Re pAupτq | upτqq  2 Re  eτAAu0 | eAτu0 .
(5.1.4)
Taking the limit as tÑ 0, and consequently as τ Ñ 0, we see that
h1p0q  2 Re pAu0 | u0q . (5.1.5)
For t ¡ 0, uptq P DpAq  DpAq, since A is normal, and Auptq P DpAq, since
etA is an analytic semigroup. Hence, AAuptq, and consequently AAuptq, is
defined, and we have that
h2ptq  d
dt
   
u1ptq | uptq   uptq | u1ptq 
  A2uptq | uptq  2  u1ptq | u1ptq   uptq | A2uptq
 pAuptq | Auptqq   2 pAuptq | Auptqq   pAuptq | Auptqq
 }pA Aquptq}2   ppAAAAquptq | uptqq .
(5.1.6)
Hence, h2 ¥ 0 if pAA AAq ¥ 0. This is obviously so since A is normal, so h
is convex.
The strict convexity follows since mpA   Aq  2mpAq ¡ 0, so the operator
A A is injective, which by the injectivity of etA (cf. Proposition 3.1.3), implies
that h2ptq ¡ 0.
Furthermore, since }u0}  1 by assumption, }uptq} is differentiable, and
d
dt
}uptq}∣∣
t0
 1
2
}uptq}1h1ptq∣∣
t0
 2 RepAuptq|uptqq
2}uptq}
∣∣∣∣
t0
 Re pAu0 | u0q .
(5.1.7)
Therefore,
d
dt
}uptq}∣∣
t0
P Re νpAq, (5.1.8)
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So,
d
dt
}uptq}∣∣
t0
¤ sup RetpAy|yq | y P Cn, }y}  1u  mpAq, (5.1.9)
i.e. the growth of the norm of the solution is bounded at time zero by mpAq.
Remark 5.1.2. We note that it suffices for the convexity argument, that AA
AA ¥ 0, so it may suffice for A to be hyponormal. However, we are not familar
with criteria herefor. 
5.2. The heat equation with inner control
Consider the following control problem for the heat equation with an inner control
function f acting on the control area ω  Ω:$&
%
u1 ∆u  f1ω in Q
γ0u  0, on Γ
up0, xq  u0 at t0u  Ω.
(5.2.1)
The question under consideration in control theory, is whether we can choose
a control function such that the solution u exists, and exhibits a particular be-
haviour at time T ¡ 0.
Let EpT, u0q denote the states reachable from the initial value u0 at time T ,
i.e. the upT q’s for which there is an f such that u solves (5.2.1). As in [MZ04],
we say that (5.2.1) is:
• Exactly controllable if EpT, u0q  L2pΩq for all intial states u0 P L2pΩq.
• Approximately controllable if for every u0 P L2pΩq, EpT, u0q  L2pΩq
densely, i.e. if for every v P L2pΩq and ε ¡ 0, there exist an N ¡ 0,
and a sequence of controlfunctions tfnu, with associated solutions tunu,
such that }v  un}   ε, n ¥ N .
• Null-controllable if 0 P EpT, u0q for every u0 P L2pΩq.
It is well-known that (5.2.1) cannot be exactly controllable if the area of control
ω  Ω is a strict subset, due to the hypoellipticity of the heat equation. The
following proposition shows that not only is ω  Ω a necessary condition for
exact controllability; for final states v P H10 pΩq, it is also a sufficient condition.
Proposition 5.2.1. Given u0 P L2pΩq, the control problem in (5.2.1) with ω  Ω
is exactly controllable for v P H10 pΩq.
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Proof. Let v be an arbitrary vector in H10 pΩq. For a given u0 P L2pΩq, the trans-
lation veT∆γ0u0 is in H10 pΩq, since Dp∆γ0q  H2pΩqXH10 pΩq (see e.g. [Gru09]).
By Proposition 3.1.2, H10 pΩq  Rpyf q. Hence, there exists f P L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq
such that
v  eT∆γ0u0  yf . (5.2.2)
Therefore, v and f fulfills the compatibility relation v  yf P DpeT∆γ0 q and by
Proposition 4.1.1, $&
%
u1 ∆u  f in Q
γ0u  0 on Γ
upT q  v at tT u  Ω
(5.2.3)
is well-posed. Because of (5.2.2), we see that f is a control function steering u0
to v.
Remark 5.2.2. First, we note that the connection between u0 and v is very
explicit, cf. (5.2.2). Furhtermore, the proof is constructive, since we choose the
control function f appropriately in the proof of Proposition 3.1.2. With the choice
of f from this Proposition, the control function is constant in time. 
Furthermore, we have the following
Proposition 5.2.3. Given u0 P L2pΩq, the control problem in (5.2.1) with ω  Ω
is approximately controllable for v P L2pΩq.
Proof. By Remark 3.1.6, Rpyf q  L2pΩq is dense, so for v P L2pΩq, veTAu0 is in
L2pΩq, and there exist a sequence twnu P Rpyf q such that }veTAu0wn}L2pΩq Ñ
0, nÑ8. Hence, there is a sequence of control functions tfnu P L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq
with wn : yfn . Now, eTAu0   yfn : unT is a reachable state at time T for
the system (5.2.1), and }v  unT }L2pΩq Ñ 0. Whence, (5.2.1) is approximately
controllable.
5.3. Notes
Control theory is in itself a vast subject, and many contributions to that field
have been made over the years. For the interested reader, we mention the surveys
by Sorin Micu and Enrique Zuazua in [MZ04] and that of Enrique Ferna´ndez-
Cara and Sergio Guerrero in [FCG06]. In both cases, approximate controllability
of the heat equation, with an inner control function acting on ω  Ω, is proven
with a variational approach. Namely, the approximate control is obtained as the
minimizer of a particular functional, the existence which is guaranteed whenever
this functional is coercive. This is accomplished using the Holmgreen Uniqueness
Theorem in [MZ04] and via Carleman-inequalities, used to proof the observability
inequality, in [FCG06].
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A different approach to the controllability of the heat equation was taken by
David Russel in [Rus73]. Here a controllability result for the heat equation was
presented, where the terminal data is taken in the domain for a particular un-
bounded operator, and with a control function acting on all of the boundary of
the time cylinder. It was based on a similar control problem for the wave equation
via a harmonic analysis approach.
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Conclusion and outlook
We have seen that the well-posedness of a problem is highly dependent on the
spaces under consideration. Even though the final value parabolic evolution prob-
lem is generally considered to be ill-posed, we have succeded in carefully matching
the data space with the standard solution space in such a way that the problem
becomes in fact well-posed. We furthermore provided a full characterization of
the data space, which turns out to be a Hilbert space.
These general conclusions were then applied to the special case of the final value
heat equation with homogeneous boundary data. In addition, we showed that
similar observations apply to the heat equation with inhomogeneous boundary
data, which is also well-posed. Again, we obtained a characterization of the space
of admissible data.
Lastly, we showed some applications of the previous results, including a short
proof of approximate controllabilty of the heat equation with an inner control.
Regarding future work, it could be interesting to explore the possibility of
weakening the assumptions on the operator; is it e.g. possible to make similar
conclusions if V -ellipticity is replaced by coercitivity.
In the field of control theory, it would be interesting to investigate if further
conclusions could be made based on the approach presented here; it would be
particarly interesting to explore whether it would be fruitful for the question of
boundary controllability.
By comparison, since the Hilbert Uniqueness Method, applied to the wave
equation in e.g. [Ped00], depends on well-posedness of the final value problem
(here the hyperbolic one), it would be interesting to study the possibilty of ap-
plying it to the heat equation.
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A. Notions and notation
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce some important notation, which will
be used throughout the text without any further explanation. We also introduce
some spaces which the text will depend heavily on, without stating all the details,
but providing references when needed.
General notation
As suggested by the title, this section provides some overall notation.
• Special constants will be denoted by Ci, i P N, the value of which will refer
to the equation in which the constant was introduced. Other constants will
be denoted by c, and the value of these vary with the context.
• The ball in Rn centered at x with radius r is denoted Bpx, rq.
• The positive half-space of Rn is denoted Rn  : tpx1, xnq | xn ¡ 0u, where
x1 P Rn1.
• The transpose of a vector pa, bq is denoted pa, bqT , so that
pa, bqT 

a
b


. (A.0.1)
• The laplacian on Rn is denoted ∆  °nj1 B2j .
• Trace operators are denoted γj . The reader is refered to [Gru09] or [LM72b].
• The Fourier transform S 1pRnq Ñ S 1pRnq is denoted by
pFxuqpξq 
»
Rn
eixξ dx, (A.0.2)
or in short uˆ.
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Domains
In general, for a domain D  Rn, we let D denote the interior, BD the boundary
and D the closure.
Now, we present the prerequisites to be fulfilled by the domain on which we
will study the heat equation. We give a useful way to look at this domain, namely
via local maps to the Euclidian space.
We let Ω denote an open and bounded domain of Rn which is smooth in the
sense of Definition C.1 in [Gru09, Appendix C]. That is, we assume that Ω is
locally on one side of the boundary, which is smooth, so that at any boundary
point, the outward normal can be taken to be in the positive xn-direction after a
diffeomorphism. Specifically, at every boundary point x with neighbourhood U ,
we require the existence of a C8-diffeomorphism κ such that
κpxq  0 (A.0.3)
κpU X Ωq  Bp0, 1q X Rn  (A.0.4)
κpU X BΩq  Bp0, 1q X Rn1. (A.0.5)
We also introduce the time cylinder Q :s0, T rΩ and its boundary Γ :
s0, T rBΩ.
Banach spaces
For a Banach space X, we denote by X the anti-dual of X, i.e. X consists
of the bounded conjugate linear functionals on X. Also, x, yX,X denotes the
scalar product between X and X, and }  }X denotes the norm on X. If X is a
Hilbert space, then p | qX denotes the inner product on X which induces }  }X .
In the special case of X  C, the norm is denoted by |  |.
For Banach spaces X,Y , we denote the norm of the pair px, yq in the product
space X  Y by
}px, yq}2XT  }x}2X   }y}2Y , (A.0.6)
and the norm on the intersection X X Y by
}v}2XXY  }v}2X   }v}2Y . (A.0.7)
We consider a mapping T : X Ñ Y , with X and Y Banach spaces. Then,
we denote by RpT q : ty P Y | Dx P X : y  Txu the range of T and DpT q the
domain of T , i.e. the subspace of X on which T is defined. We provide DpT q
with the graph-norm, which we denote by }  }DpT q, i.e.
}x}2DpT q  }x}2X   }Tx}2Y . (A.0.8)
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Moreover, ZpT q : tx P DpT q | Tx  0u denotes the Null-space of T and T1pUq
the pre-image of U  Y . If T is injective, T1 : DpT1q Ñ X denotes the inverse
of T .
We denote the set of bounded mappings X Ñ Y by BpX,Y q.
When X is a Hilbert space and T : X Ñ X, the lower bound of T is given by
mpT q : inf tRe pTx | xqX | x P DpT q, }x}X  1u , (A.0.9)
and the numerical range of T by
νpAq : tpTx | xqX | x P DpT q, }x}X  1u . (A.0.10)
In this case, we also denote by ρpT q the resolvent set of T , i.e. the set consisting
of λ P C where pT  λIq1 is densely defined and bounded. Furthermore, we
denote the spectrum of T by σpT q : CzρpT q.
Of special interest will be the Hilbert spaces
H10 pΩq 
 
u P H1pΩq | γ0  0
(  tu P L2pΩq | Bu P L2pΩq, γ0  0u (A.0.11)
and its dual H1pΩq.
Vector valued functions
For a Banach space X, we define measurability of vector valued functions as
in [RS80], and say that v : r0, T s Ñ X is strongly measurable if there exist a
sequence of simple functions tvnu, converging pointwise for a.e. t to v.
Then, for 0   p ¤ 8,
Lpp0, T ;Xq :
 
v | v is strongly measurable, and }v}Lpp0,T ;Xq   8
(
, (A.0.12)
with
}v}pLpp0,T ;Xq :
» T
0
}vptq}pX dt, for 0   p   8, (A.0.13)
and
}v}L8p0,T ;Xq : ess sup
r0,T s
}vptq}X . (A.0.14)
Moreover, the space of continuous functions from r0, T s into X, denoted by
Cpr0, T s;Xq, is equipped with the following norm
}v}Cpr0,T s;Xq  sup
r0,T s
}vptq}X . (A.0.15)
We introduce the space of vector distributions D1p0, T ;Xq as the space of con-
tinuous linear functionals that maps C80 p0, T q Ñ X.
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Anisotropic spaces
By the previous section, we note that we have to deal with both time and space
directions. We need to be able to have different regularity results in these direc-
tions. This is accomplished by the anisotropic spaces introduced in this section.
We let
HspRnq :
"
u P S 1pRnq |
»
Rn
p1  |ξ|2qsuˆdξ
*
, (A.0.16)
and define HspΩq to consist of functions in HspRnq restricted to Ω with norm
}u}HspΩq : inf
 }u˜}HspRnq | u˜  u a.e. on Ω( . (A.0.17)
Similarly, Hsp0, T q consist of functions in HspRq restricted to p0, T q with norm
}u}Hsp0,T q : inf
 }u˜}HspRq | u˜  u a.e. on p0, T q( . (A.0.18)
As in [LM72a], we let
Hr,spQq : L2p0, T ;HrpΩqq XHsp0, T ;L2pΩqq (A.0.19)
with the norm
}u}2Hr,spQq :
» T
0
}u}2HrpΩq   }u}2Hsp0,T ;L2pΩqq. (A.0.20)
We note that
Hr,spRt  Rnq is equivalent to tv | rxξyr   xτyssFt,xv P L2pRτ  Rξqu .
(A.0.21)
This can be seen using Fubinis theorem, the Parseval equation, and noting that
}w}2L2pRt;HrpRnqq  p2piqn}xξyrFxw}2L2pRtRnξ q
 p2piqpn 1q}Ft
 xξyrFxw}2L2pRτRnξ q
 p2piqpn 1q}xξyrFt,xw}2L2pRtRnξ q, (A.0.22)
as well as
}w}2HspRt;L2pRnqq  p2piq1}xτysFtw}2L2pRτRnq  p2piqpn 1q}xτysFt,xw}2L2pRtRnξ q.
(A.0.23)
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